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As the demand for wireless communication capacities is continuously growing, 
Federal Communications Commission’s (FCC) frequency allocation chart implies that 
we are running out of spectrum. However the actual measurements taken in Berkeley, 
CA reveal that most of the allocated spectrum is underutilized. To improve the 
spectrum utilization, FCC adopted Cognitive Radio technology as a candidate to 
implement negotiated or opportunistic spectrum sharing. Cognitive Radio will act as 
an unlicensed (secondary) user who should be able to reliably sense the spectral 
environment over a wide bandwidth, detect the presence/absence of legacy (primary) 
users and use the spectrum only if communication does not interfere with any primary 
user or other cognitive devices. Therefore, spectrum sensing is one of the key issues 
for the implementation of cognitive radio. 
 
The challenge of spectrum sensing is the detection of weak signals in noise with a 
small probability of miss detection and should involve more sophisticated techniques 
than simple determination of power in a frequency band. Due to several factors, FCC 
selected the TV bands as an initial home for cognitive radio. Currently, as the world is 
moving towards the Digital TV, we have used the digital signal characteristic for our 
detection discussion. In the past, it was commonly held that the most appropriate 
approaches for signal detection must be based on radiometry, i.e. measurement of 
received energy (Energy Detector or ED). However, ED can be highly susceptible to 
unknown and changing noise level or noise uncertainty. Hence, recent years 
researchers have started to research on cyclostationary feature detector (Single-Cycle 
Detector or SCD) which is more robust against noise uncertainty. 
 
Modulated signals are in general coupled with sine wave carriers, pulse trains, 
repeating spreading, hoping sequences, or cyclic prefixes, result in built-in periodicity. 
The periodicity or cyclostationarity can be exploited for detection of modulated 
signals. In this thesis, cyclostationarity of the digital TV signal has first been verified. 
For verification, the Cyclic Autocorrelation Function (CAF) of the TV signal has been 
derived and then used to evaluate the simulated CAF. From the theoretical and 
simulation analysis, we know that the digital TV signal does have hidden periodicity. 
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Since the signal of interest has cyclostationary feature, SCD can also be applied for 
detection. 
 
Although SCD is robust against noise ambiguity, it is much more complex than ED. 
Due to complexity concerns for real-time implementation, four possible low complex 
blind / feature detectors are scrutinized. All these four detectors are originated to seek 
good robustness against noise with low complexity. 
 
From the signal’s CAF result, we know that there will be distinct peaks appearing 
along particular cyclic frequency, α and delay, τ parameters where the peaks along α = 
0 are at their maximum. While the noise is a stationary process, it will only be present 
at α = τ = 0. Hence based on our theoretical analysis, detection is carried out at 
selective α and τ. 
 
To see the effect of reducing number of delay parameters, Selective SCD (SSCD) is 
proposed. SSCD carried out detection with peaks at α ≠ 0 and two τ values selected. 
To validate that the peaks are at their maximum with α = 0, twin peak detector (TPD) 
is proposed. TPD carries out detection with peaks at α = 0 and the same τ values. 
However, these two detectors requires the CAF of transmit signal. To further reduce 
the complexity, blind single peak detector (BSPD) and blind twin peak detector 
(BTPD) are proposed. Both of these two detectors carry out detection at α = 0, using 
either one or both the peaks found at specific τ values 
 
Together with ED and SCD, the four proposed detectors’ performance has been 
compared in terms of the probability of detection and the complexity in real-time 
implementation. From the analysis and simulation result, we have known that the 
detection and complexity improve with α = 0. We have also gathered as the number of 
τ used increases, detection performance will be improved with increased complexity. 
To approximate the performance of SCD while keeping the complexity as low as ED, 
BTPD is proposed for digital TV signals.  
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1.1 Spectrum Allocation Vs Usage 
Albert Einstein provided one of the best explanations of radio spectrum when he said, 
“You see, wire telegraph is a kind of a very, very long cat. You pull his tail in New 
York and his head is meowing in Los Angeles. Do you understand this? And radio 
operates exactly the same way: you send signals here, they receive them there. The 
only difference is that there is no cat.” Einstein’s radio spectrum analogy is fitting for 
the current spectrum situation, because it exemplifies the intangibility of spectrum. 
This intangibility in turn proves difficult for regulators who often conceptualize 
spectrum as property, yet fail to treat it as such. The term spectrum refers to the 
phenomenon of waves—created by electric and magnetic fields—that travel through 
space at varying frequencies. All possible frequencies are called the “electromagnetic 
spectrum”. A particularly useful part of that spectrum is called the “radio spectrum”—
those frequencies from 3000 Hz to 300 GHz— which are most useful to carry voice 
and data.   
 
The demand for wireless communication capacities is continuously growing. As 
societies become increasingly mobile and more dependent on information 
technologies, their radio spectrum needs change. The basic spectrum management 
structure in all countries was developed over a long period, and much of the basic 
framework has remained stable for decades. Much of this framework was also 
developed when the available frequency range for commercial systems was much 
lower than it is now, and the bands used had different propagation characteristics than 
most bands used today. (After all, 3–30 MHz is called high frequency because it was 
considered "high" in the early days of radio.) During the last years the dynamic 
spectrum management has been classified as a necessary modification in the spectrum 
allocation policy. Within the huge amount of publications dealing with this topic two 
main approaches can be pointed out. The first approach is to increase the capacity by 
applying advanced signal processing technologies in the “used” frequency regions. The 
second option is to open up higher frequency ranges. The second alternative, however, 
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is somewhat difficult in mobile applications because the radio wave propagation 
becomes nastier with increasing frequency. 
 
 
Figure 1.1: Frequency allocations in United States from FCC 
 
Looking at the Federal Communications Commission’s (FCC) frequency allocation 
chart (Figure 1.1) [1], which indicates multiple allocations over all of the frequency 
bands; which implies that we are in danger of running out of spectrum. However, on 
the other hand, actual measurements (taken in downtown Berkeley, CA) reveal that 
most of the allocated spectrum is vastly underutilized [2]. Figure 1.2 shows the power 
spectral density (PSD) of the received 6 GHz wide signal collected for a span of 50 μs 
sampled at 20 GS/s. This figure reveals that a typical utilization of 0.5% in 3 - 4 GHz 
frequency band, and this utilization drops to 0.3% in the 4 - 5 GHz frequency band. 
 
This seems in contradiction to the concern of spectrum shortage, since in fact we have 
abundance. The spectrum shortage is partially an artifact of the regulatory and 
licensing process. Therefore,  discrepancy  between  FCC  allocations  and  actual  




Figure 1.2: Spectrum Utilization Measurement at Berkeley Wireless Research Center 
(BWRC) 
 
1.2 Increase Spectrum Utilization 
The regulation of spectrum has had almost 100 years to become one of the most 
political of bureaucracies. The interests of some of the most powerful companies in the 
world have had much influence over the direction and focus of the Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC). The FCC micromanaged spectrum allocations 
on a request-by-request basis, usually specifying the application (TV broadcast, phone 
service, public safety, etc.) and technology that a licensee could use its sliver of 
spectrum. Until recently, there was little expectation for this to change, however the 
past few years or so, the FCC itself realized that there is a need for change. It basically 
had no more spectrums to allocate yet the demand for new uses - primarily data - was 
accelerating. Fortunately, the FCC was open to new techniques for using spectrum and 
at the same time discovered that much of the spectrum allocated over the years was 
being grossly underused. 
 
In order to promote more flexibility in spectrum sharing, the FCC has provided new 
opportunities for unlicensed spectrum usage with fewer restrictions on radio 
parameters. Three new opportunities in spectrum access have thus been introduced [3]: 
(1) an underlay approach with severe restrictions on transmitted power levels with a 
requirement to operate over Ultra Wide Bandwidths (UWB); (2) an opening of 7 GHz 
of unlicensed spectrum at millimeter-wave frequencies (around 60 GHz) where oxygen 
absorption limits long-distance interference; (3) an overlay approach based on 
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avoidance of higher priority users through the use of spectrum sensing (Cognitive 
Radios). The potential opening of these new spectra introduces new opportunities for 
vastly more wireless connectivity. As indicated in Table 1.1, these three radio system 
are (or should be) allowed to operate in 500MHz or wider spectrum. Therefore, the 
design of high throughput radios with 100 Mb/s to even 1 Gb/s data rates is achievable 
at moderate-to-low spectrum efficiencies. The power limitations and wireless channel 
propagation characteristics for these bands dictate the range capability which extends 
from 1m to 10 km, so that a wide variety of communication modes can be supported 
with these three new wireless radio technologies. 
 
Table 1.1: Potential system-level specifications consistent with FCC regulations and 




In this thesis, the focus will be on the overlay approach (Cognitive Radios). Clearly, 
this  new  approach  needed  is  to  provide  the  incentives  and  efficiency  of  
unlicensed  usage  to  other  spectral  bands, while  accommodating  the  present  users  
who  have  higher  priority  or  legacy  rights  (primary  users)  and  enabling  future 
systems  a  more  flexible  spectrum  access. 
 
The problem is that the new techniques to take care of underused spectrum and 
bringing it under control require fundamental new ways of regulating it. Smartly 
sensing and using “underused” bands, which includes both the “unlicensed” and 
“licensed” bands, will avoid the impending crisis of spectrum availability at 
frequencies which can potentially be used for wireless communications. In order to 
utilize these spectrums, the FCC has issued a Notice of Proposed Rule Making (NPRM 
- FCC 03-322 [4]) advancing Cognitive Radio technology as a candidate to implement 





1.3 Cognitive Radio 
There are several new radio systems which exploit novel strategies being made 
possible by the regulatory agencies to increase the availability of spectrum for wireless 
applications. Three possible solutions are ultra-wideband (UWB), 60 GHz, and 
cognitive radios. The UWB approach attempts to share the spectrum with higher-
priority users by transmitting at power levels that are so low that they do not cause 
interference. The 60 GHz, on the other hand is to exploit the advances in CMOS 
technology to operate in frequency bands in the millimeter-wave region. Another 
approach is by cognitive radios share spectra by introducing a spectrum sensing 
function, so that they are able to transmit in unused portions at a given time, place, and 
frequency. In this thesis, the focus will only be on Cognitive Radios. 
 
 “Cognitive  Radio”, a term first coined by Mitola [5], is  a  radio  that  is  able  to  
sense  the  spectral  environment  over  a  wide  frequency  band  and  exploit  this  
information  to  opportunistically  provide  wireless  links  that  best  meet  the  user  
communications  requirements. Simple versions of this technology have been in use 
for several years. For example, many cordless telephones select the frequency to use at 
a given time based on sensing other users. However, in the past, use of such 
technology has been limited to bands occupied only by unlicensed devices.  
 
Cognitive radio act like a spectrum pooling approach [6] that enables public access to 
already licensed frequency bands. The notion spectrum pool basically represents the 
idea of merging spectral ranges from different spectrum owners (military, radio, TV, 
etc.) into a common pool. It reflects the need for a completely new way of spectrum 
allocation. From this common spectrum pool hosted by the so-called licensed system, 
public users can improve the spectrum utilization by detecting unoccupied spectrum 
bands and adapting the transmission to those bands while avoiding the interference to 
primary users during idle periods of licensed users. Cognitive  radio  is  able  to  
reliably  sense  the  spectral  environment  over  a  wide  bandwidth, detect  the  
presence/absence  of  legacy  users  and  use  the  spectrum  only  if  communication  
does  not  interfere  with  any  primary  user  or  other  cognitive  devices. 
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Cognitive radios should be able to independently detect primary user presence through 
continuous spectrum sensing. Different classes of primary users would require 
different sensitivity and rate of sensing for the detection. For example, TV broadcast 
signals are much easer to detect than GPS signals, since the TV receivers’ sensitivity is 
tens of dBs worse than GPS receiver. 
 
The key challenge of spectrum sensing is the detection of weak signals in noise with a 
very small probability of miss detection and is one of the most important  attributes  of  
cognitive  radios and  should  involve  more  sophisticated  techniques  than  simple  
determination  of  power  in  a  frequency  band.. After identifying an available 
spectrum segment, a cognitive radio should use modulation schemes that provide best 
spectrum utilization and capacity while avoiding interference to any primary user since 
cognitive radios are considered lower priority or secondary users of spectrum allocated 
to a primary user. Furthermore, the desired transmission scheme should be flexible to 
allow assignments of any band to any user, and should be scalable with the number of 
users and bands. In this thesis, the focus is at spectrum sensing issues. 
 
In general, cognitive radio sensitivity should outperform primary user receiver by a 
large margin in order to prevent what is essentially a hidden terminal problem. This is 
the key issue that makes spectrum sensing very challenging research problem. Meeting 
the sensitivity requirement of each primary receiver with a wideband radio would be 
difficult enough, but the problem becomes even more challenging if the sensitivity 
requirement is raised because cognitive radio does not have a direct measurement of a 
channel between primary user receiver and transmitter and must base its decision on its 
local channel measurement to a primary user transmitter.  
 
This type of detection is referred to as local spectrum sensing and the worst case 
hidden terminal problem would occur when the cognitive radio is shadowed, in severe 
multi-path fading, or inside buildings with high penetration loss while in a close 
neighborhood there is a primary user whose is at the marginal reception, due to its 
more favorable channel conditions. Even though the probability of this scenario is low, 
cognitive radio should not cause interference to primary user. The implementation of 
the spectrum sensing function also requires a high degree of flexibility since the radio 
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environment is highly variable, both because of different types of primary user 
systems, propagation losses, and interference. 
 
In the past, it was commonly held that the most appropriate approaches for signal 
detection must be based on radiometry, that is, measurement of received energy in 
selected time and frequency intervals. However, radiometric methods can be highly 
susceptible to unknown and changing noise levels and interference activity.  
 
There are two frequency bands where the cognitive radios might operate in a near 
future: 400-800 MHz (UHF TV bands) and 3-10 GHz. The FCC has noted that in the 
lower UHF bands almost every geographical area has several unused 6 MHz wide TV 
channels. This frequency band is particularly appealing due to good propagation 
properties for long-range communications. With  our  focus  on  cognitive  radio  and  
TV  band  bandwidth  as  starting  point, our  objective  is  to  analyze  the  possibility  
of  using  cyclostationary  detection  method  on  presently  TV  bands. 
 
1.4 Factors for using TV Spectrum for Cognitive Radio Testing 
The promise of cognitive radio goes beyond making good use of well-established and 
well-behaved spectrum environments. A cognitive radio could be given the ability to 
sense spectrum usage patterns and establish and maintain new network connections 
with other cognitive devices in spectrum slots where no existing or authorized network 
exists.  
 
Within the current regulatory regime for commercial radio in the United States, 
wireless systems are assigned spectrum according to functional (point to point, point to 
multipoint, broadcast, satellite, etc.) and technological categories (analog or digital TV 
channels, mobile-phone channels, unlicensed devices using digital modulation or 
frequency hopping, etc.). The resulting patchwork of frequencies, technologies and 
applications leaves large segments of spectrum virtually unoccupied and others 
densely occupied only in major metropolitan areas. 
 
Digital television will occupy a significant part of the spectrum. But a large number of 
digital services can be accommodated in a smaller amount of spectrum than is 
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currently needed for analogue broadcasting. This creates an opportunity to release 
spectrum to expand broadcasting or for other purposes that can generate economic and 
social value. We therefore propose that a certain amount of spectrum should continue 
to be allocated for use by the existing digital television multiplex operators, but that 
the remainder should be cleared for potential reuse. If successful, the FCC could push 
to open up other licensed bands to coexistence with unlicensed devices, and encourage 
other regulators round the world to follow suit. 
 
The IEEE is particularly focusing on systems for the underused US television spectrum 
between 54MHz and 862MHz, which is being vacated (reluctantly) as broadcasters 
move to digital. The FCC proposes to open up 300MHz of this UHF/VHF spectrum as 
its first major test of software defined or cognitive radios. It would permit fixed access 
systems transmitting up to 1W in power and portable devices up to 100mW. Over-the-
air broadcast TV channels are separated by unused frequencies. This "white space" in 
the broadcast spectrum varies with the channels present in a locale and creates 
opportunities for other applications. As a step in putting these unused channels to 
practical use, the IEEE has started work on a standard to enable the deployment of 
wireless regional area networks using the unused TV channels, while not interfering 
with the licensed services now operating in the TV bands 
 
The FCC proposal selected the TV bands as an initial home for cognitive radio based 
on several factors [7]. First, the frequencies used for TV would give greater range in 
rural areas than the microwave frequencies used for Wi-Fi, and would also give better 
building penetration than Wi-Fi in all areas. Second, TV broadcast systems usually use 
high antennas, and the intended receivers need greater than 10 dB signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR) to function. These large SNR ratios simplify the technology needed to detect 
whether a channel is currently in use. Finally, TV transmitters are left on more or less 
continuously, and infrequently change location or frequency. Thus, it would appear 
that it would be simpler to use cognitive radio in TV bands than in any other band. It 
has been shown that a simple energy detector cannot guarantee accurate detection of 
signal presence. This calls for more sophisticated spectrum sensing techniques. 
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1.5 Scope of This Work 
In  this  thesis  we  explore  the  idea  of  using  cyclostationary  feature  detectors  for  
spectrum  sensing. Radiometric approach to detection is based on the use of stationary 
random processes as models for the signals to be intercepted. Analysis of stationary 
random signals is based on autocorrelation function and power spectral density. 
However, for the purposes of signal interception, the signal of interest is more 
appropriately modeled as cyclostationary random process. 
 
Modulated signals are in general coupled with sine wave carriers, pulse trains, 
repeating spreading, hoping sequences, or cyclic prefixes which result in built-in 
periodicity. Even though the data is a stationary random process, these modulated 
signals are characterized as cyclostationary, since their statistics, mean and 
autocorrelation, exhibit periodicity. This periodicity introduced in the signal format 
can be exploiting for detection of a random signal with a particular modulation type in 
a background of noise and other modulated signals. 
 
Since FCC has selected TV band as the initial home for cognitive radio, we will study 
whether the TV signals exhibit cyclostationary characteristic and whether the 
cyclostationary feature detector is appropriate to use for detecting the TV signal. We 
will further propose new simpler detectors with good complexity and performance 
tradeoff if cyclostationary detectors are too complex to be implemented in real 
systems.   
 
1.6 Contributions of this Work 
In this thesis, we have studied the characteristic of the TV signal. We have derived the 
equation of the cyclic autocorrelation function (CAF) of the DVB-T (OFDM) signal. 
We have shown that DVB do have cyclostationary feature. We have also performed 
simulations to show its cyclostationary feature. There are two ways to generate the 
CAF of the DVB-T signal, one being based on the derived equation and the other 
being based on the random signal transmission. It has been shown that the two 
generation methods match well to each other.   
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After confirming the cyclostationarity of DVB-T signals, we have studied the DVB-T 
signal detection under AWGN and multipath fading channels based on their 
cyclostationarity. We have also considered the noise uncertainty issue in our work. 
Commonly, due to its simple implementation, Energy Detector (ED) is used for signal 
detection. However, its performance can be highly susceptible to unknown and 
changing noise level or noise uncertainty. Hence, Single-Cycle Detector (SCD) which 
is more robust against noise uncertainty is adopted for signal that exhibit 
cyclostationary feature. But SCD is more complex than ED. Due to the complexity 
concern for the real time implementation; this thesis has further studied low complex 
detectors with reference to ED and SCD. We have proposed four alternative detectors 
to seek good robustness against noise uncertainty with low complexity. 
 
From the cyclostationary feature of the OFDM signal, we have shown that there are 
distinct peaks appearing along particular cyclic frequency and delay parameters. The 
four detectors utilize the cyclostationary features and carry out their detection at 
selective cyclic frequency and delay parameters. Based on their detection 
characteristic, their detection statistics have been obtained. 
 
Together with ED and SCD, their detection performance in terms of the probability of 
detection and the complexity in terms of real time implementation have been 
compared. From the analysis and simulation results, we have known that the detection 
at the cyclic frequency of zero improves the detection performance with little increase 
of the complexity as opposed to ED. While with the increase of delay parameters, the 
detection performance is improved at the cost of the complexity. Hence, among the 
four alternative detectors, Blind Twin Peak Detector (BTPD) is proposed to 
approximate the performance of SCD with complexity as low as ED. 
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2 Digital Television (DTV) 
 
Cognitive radio technology offers the opportunity to recover the underutilized 
spectrum and put it to good use. For example, TV channels - virtually unused outside 
metropolitan areas in the United States - offer particularly good opportunities for 
cognitive technology to do its adaptive thing. Both analog and digital TV (DTV) 
signals have relatively unique spectrum signatures that are easy for a cognitive radio to 
identify. TV signals are continuously present when the TV station is in operation, so a 
cognitive radio doesn't have to wait for the signal to show up to identify it. Finally, TV 
signals are rigidly assigned to 6-MHz-wide channels with fixed center frequencies, so 
a cognitive radio doesn't have to look everywhere in the spectrum below 1 GHz to 
discover white space, but just in this predefined array of channels. Since our focus is to 
detect the TV signal, let go through what type of digital TV standard is available on 
the market. 
 
2.1 Digital Television 
Digital television (DTV) is a telecommunication system for broadcasting and receiving 
moving pictures and sound by means of digital signals, in contrast to analog signals in 
analog (traditional) TV. It uses digital modulation data, which is digitally compressed 
and requires decoding by a specially designed television set or a standard receiver with 
a set-top box. 
 
Digital television has several advantages over traditional TV, the most significant 
being use of a smaller channel bandwidth. There are also special services such as 
multicasting (more than one program on the same channel), electronic program guides 
and interactivity. Digital television also often has a superior image, audio quality and 
better reception than analog. However, digital television picture technology is still in 
its early stages and there are many advances yet to be made in eliminating picture 
defects not present on analog television or motion picture cinema.  
 
All digital TV variants can carry both standard-definition television (SDTV) and high-
definition television (HDTV). All early SDTV television standards were analog in 
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nature, and SDTV digital television systems derive much of their structure from the 
need to be compatible with analog television. In particular, the interlaced scan is a 
legacy of analog television. 
 
Attempts were made during the development of digital television to prevent a repeat of 
the fragmentation of the global market into different standards (that is, PAL, SECAM, 
and NTSC). However, once again the world could not agree on a single standard, and 
hence there are three major standards in existence: the European DVB system, the U.S. 
ATSC system and the Japanese system ISDB.  
 
 
Figure 2.1: World users on the types of Digital TV 
 
Most countries in the world have adopted DVB as shown in Figure 2.1, but several 
have followed the U.S. in adopting ATSC instead (Canada, Mexico, South Korea). 
Korea has adopted S-DMB for satellite mobile broadcasting. On June 29, 2006, after 
long debate, Brazil officially adopted the Japanese system. China is developing yet 
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another standard, tentatively called DMB-T/H, which itself consists of two other 
standards: ADTB-T (similar to ATSC-T) and a variant of T-DMB.  
 
Since DVB-T is the most popular choice, we take DVB-T standard as a reference for 
our discussion on this thesis. The main characteristics of three main characteristics of 
Digital Television Terrestrial Broadcasting (DTTB) systems are shown in Error! 
Reference source not found.. 
 
Table 2.1: Main characteristics of three DTTB systems 
 
Systems ATSC 8-VSB DVB OFDM ISDB BST-OFDM 
Source coding 






(MPEG-2 – layer II 
audio) and Dolby AC-3 
ISO/IEC 13818-7 
(MPEG-2 – AAC audio) 
Transmission system 
Channel coding  
Outer coding R-S (207, 187,  t = 10) R-S (204, 188, t = 8) 
Outer 
interleaver 
52 R-S block 
interleaver 12 R-S block interleaver 
Inner coding Rate 2/3 trellis code 
Punctured convolution code: Rate 1/2, 2/3,3/4, 5/6, 




12 to 1 trellis 
code 
interleaver 




and selectable time 
interleaving 
Data 
randomization 16-bit PRBS 16-bit PRBS 16-bit PRBS 
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Modulation 8-VSB and 16-VSB 
OFDM 





and 64 QAM) 
Guard interval: 1/32, 
1/16, 1/8 & 1/4 of OFDM 
symbol 
2 modes: 2k and 8k FFT 
BST-OFDM with 13 
frequency segments 
DQPSK, QPSK, 16QAM 
and 64QAM 
Hierarchical modulation: 
choice of three different 
modulations on each 
segment 
Guard interval: 1/32, 
1/16, 1/8 & 1/4 of OFDM 
symbol 
3 modes: 2k, 4k and 8k 
FFT 
2.1.1 ATSC 
Advanced Television Systems Committee is the group that developed the ATSC 
digital television standard for the United States, also adopted by Canada, Mexico, 
Taiwan, and South Korea. The ATSC developed standards for digital television (DTV) 
that specify technologies for the transport, format, compression, and transmission of 
DTV.  It is intended to replace the NTSC system used mostly in North America and 
produces wide screen up to possible 16:9 images and up to 1920×1080 pixels in size 
— more than six times the display resolution of the earlier standard. ATSC DTV 
Standards developed, or in development currently, include digital high definition 
television (HDTV), standard definition television (SDTV), datacasting (the 
transmission of separate information streams that might allow, for example, someone 
watching a baseball game to choose a different camera angle, or someone watching a 
cooking show to view and download particular recipes), multichannel surround-sound 
audio, conditional access (methods, such as encryption or electronic locking systems, 
used to restrict service access to authorized users), and interactive services. 
 
2.1.2 ISDB 
The concept was named for its similarity to ISDN, because both allow multiple 
channels of data to be transmitted together. Integrated Services Digital Broadcasting is 
slowly emerging in Japan as a new standard. ISDB is a new type of broadcasting for 
multimedia services. It systematically integrates various kinds of digital contents, each 
of which may include HDTV, SDTV, sound, graphics, text, and so on. Since ISDB 
contains a variety of services, it must cover a wide range of requirements that may 
differ from one service to another. For example, a large transmission capacity is 
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required for HDTV service, while mobile reception is required for sound and data 
services. ISDB can use the QPSK and BPSK for more robust transmissions when 
compare to the DVB European system. 
 
2.1.3 Digital Video Broadcasting 
The three most widely used DVB's transmission protocols are DVB-C, DVB-S and 
DVB-T. All of these digital platforms are widely used and paves the way for high 
speed data transfer via satellite, cable and terrestrial television channels. DVB standard 
offers a data throughput potential of between 6 Mbit/s and 38 Mbit/s, depending on 
whether only a part of the channel, the full channel or transponder is used. 
 
Table 2.2: DVB Family of Standards 
 
The DVB family of standards : 
DVB-S  a satellite system that can be used with any transponder, current or planned  
DVB-C  a matching cable system to suit the characteristics of all cable networks  
DVB-T  a digital terrestrial system  
DVB-MC/S  a microwave multipoint video distribution systems  
DVB-SI  a service information system, enabling the user to navigate through the DVB environment  
DVB-CA  a common scrambling system  
DVB-CI  a common interface for conditional access and other uses  
 
DVB develops not just transmission protocols, but also interactive standards for digital 
TV set-top boxes, etc. Various other DVB's protocols include MHP (multimedia home 
platform, also dubbed as DVB-MHP), DVB-M (standard for measuring DVB-S/T/C 
transmissions, etc), DVB-H (an "upgrade" of DVB-T standard that would allow using 
terrestrial network to deliver DVB-T digital stream to mobile devices), etc. 
 
2.1.3.1 DVB-T 
DVB-T for Terrestrial is the youngest of the three core DVB systems – DVB-C for 
cable and DVB-S for satellite being the other two – and the most sophisticated. Based 
on OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Divisional Multiplexing) and QPSK, 16 QAM and 
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64 QAM modulations, it is the most sophisticated and flexible digital terrestrial 
transmission system available today. DVB-T allows service providers to match, and 
even improve on, analogue coverage - at a fraction of the power. It extends the scope 
of digital terrestrial television into the mobile field, which was simply not possible 




2.2 DVB-T Modulation (OFDM) 
Digital TV broadcasting is based on OFDM modulation because 
 
1. Excellent spectral efficiency. 
2. Good tolerance for multi-path propagation. 
3. Single frequency network can be used for distribution. 
4. Relatively immune for narrowband interference. 
 
However it is 
 
1. Sensitive for frequency and phase errors. 
2. Requires relatively large dynamic range from the power amplifier thus the 
efficiency drop.   
 
Table 2.3: Technical Specification for 2k and 8k Modes of 8 MHz DVB-T Channels 
 
Parameters 2k mode 8k mode 
Max carriers 1705 6817 
Carriers for data 1512 6048 
Pilots 192 768 
TSP channels 17 68 
Carrier spacing / symbol rate 4464 Hz 1116 Hz 
Symbol duration 224 μs 896 μs 
Guard interval (delay tolerance) 7 μs to 56 μs 28 μs to 224 μs 
Bitrate max 26.1 Mb/s 31.7 Mb/s 
Transmission distance (in practice longer) 16.8 km 8.4 km 
Required Carrier / noise ratio 27.9dB 27.9 dB 
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The DVB-T Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) modulation system 
uses multi-carrier transmission. There are 2 modes as shown in Table 2.3, the technical 
specification of 2k and 8k modes, using 1705 and 6817 carriers respectively, with each 
carrier modulated separately and transmitted in the 8 MHz TV channel. The common 
modulation for the carriers is typically QPSK, 16-QAM or 64-QAM. Each signal can 
be divided into two, “In Phase” (I) and “Quadrature Phase” (Q) components, being a 
90° phase shift between them. This modulation can be demonstrated in the 
constellation diagram, where the 2 axes represent the 2 components (I and Q). In case 
of using 16-QAM modulation, the number of states is 16, so 1 symbol represents 4 
bits. The constellation diagrams and the bit allocation are shown in Figure 2.2 - Figure 
2.4. 
 
Figure 2.2: Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) 
 
 




Figure 2.4: 64-QAM constellation diagram and bit allocation 
 
2.2.1 Orthogonal Frequency Division Modulation (OFDM) 
As mentioned earlier, digitalization of terrestrial television service is making rapid 
progress, particularly in European and the United States. The modulation system 
chosen for use in the US is the VSB (Vestigial SideBand) system, while the system 
selected by the European Union and Japan is the multi-carrier OFDM system. 
OFDM’s practicality as a modulation system has been demonstrated in DAB (Digital 
Audio Broadcasting) system, which is designed for mobile applications. Orthogonal 
frequency division multiplexing is becoming the chosen modulation technique for both 
DVB (European) and ISDB (Japan) because OFDM can provide large data rates with 
sufficient robustness to radio channel impairments. 
 
OFDM is a multi-carrier system where the data stream is divided on several parallel 
carriers that are transmitted at a considerably lower symbol rate by employing a (large) 
number of orthogonal sub-carriers. A block of N serial data symbols, each of duration 
Ts, is converted into a block of N parallel data symbols, each with duration T = NTs. 
The N parallel data symbols modulate N-subcarriers that are spaced 
T
1 Hz apart. 
 
 
Figure 2.5: Basic FFT OFDM Transmitter 
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In OFDM the signal itself is split into independent channels, modulated by data and 
then re-multiplexed to create the OFDM carrier. OFDM is a special case of Frequency 
Division Multiplex (FDM). As an analogy, let make a shipment via truck as an 
example. We can do the shipment by hiring a big truck or a bunch of smaller ones (let 
say four trucks). Both methods carry the exact same amount of data. But in case of an 
accident, only ¼ of data on the OFDM trucking will suffer. These four smaller trucks 
when seen as signals are called the sub-carriers in an OFDM system and they must be 
orthogonal for this idea to work.  
 
In a normal frequency-division multiplex system, many carriers are spaced apart in 
such a way that the signals can be received using conventional filters and 
demodulators. It seems good to avoid spectral overlap of channels to eliminate inter 
channel interference. However, this leads to inefficient use of the available spectrum. 
To cope with the inefficiency, the ideas proposed to use parallel data and FDM with 
overlapping sub channels, in which, each carrying a signaling rate b is spaced b apart 
in frequency to avoid the use of high-speed equalization and to combat impulsive noise 
and multi-path distortion, as well as to fully use the available bandwidth. As shown in 
Figure 2.6, by using the overlapping multi-carrier modulation technique, we save 
almost 50% of bandwidth. In an OFDM scheme, a large number of orthogonal, 
overlapping, narrow band sub-channels or sub-carriers, transmitted in parallel, divide 
the available transmission bandwidth. The separation of the sub-carriers is theoretically 
minimal such that there is a very compact spectral utilization. 
 
 
Figure 2.6: Comparison of FDM and OFDM 
 
Figure 2.7 illustrates the difference between the conventional non-overlapping multi-
carrier technique and the overlapping multi-carrier modulation technique. To realize 
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the overlapping multi-carrier technique, however we need to reduce crosstalk between 
sub-carriers, which means that we want orthogonality between the different modulated 
carriers. It is possible, however, to arrange the carriers in an OFDM signal so that the 
sidebands of the individual carriers overlap and the signals are still received without 




Figure 2.7: Orthogonal multi-carrier technique versus conventional multi-carrier 
technique 
 
The OFDM signal consists of the sum of carriers that are modulated by symbols 
chosen from a quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) or phase shift keying (PSK) 
constellation. If di are the complex QAM symbols, Ns is the number of sub-carriers and 
fc the carrier frequency, then one OFDM symbol starting at t = ts can be written as 
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The equivalent complex baseband notation is often used. In this representation, the real 
and imaginary parts correspond to the in-phase and quadrature parts of the OFDM 
signals, which have to be multiplied by a cosine and sine of the desired carrier 
frequency to produce the final OFDM signal. 
 




















 ( ) Tttttts ss +>Λ<=                ,0  
 
The attraction of OFDM is mainly due to how the system handles the multi-path 
interference at the receiver. Multi-path generates two effects: frequency selective 
fading and inter-symbol interference (ISI). The "flatness" perceived by a narrow-band 
channel overcomes the former, and modulating at a very low symbol rate, which 
makes the symbols much longer than the channel impulse response, diminishes the 
latter. Using powerful error correcting codes together with time and frequency 
interleaving yields even more robustness against frequency selective fading and the 
insertion of an extra guard interval between consecutive OFDM symbols can reduce 
the effects of ISI even more. Thus, an equalizer in the receiver is not necessary. There 
are two main drawbacks with OFDM, the large dynamic range of the signal (also 
referred as peak-to average ratio) and its sensitivity to frequency errors. 
 
Nevertheless, to adaptively fill free radio frequency bands OFDM seems to be a 
perfect candidate. Indeed in [6] proposed a Spectrum pooling system can be 
implemented by using OFDM modulation.  
 
2.2.2 Advantage and Disadvantage of OFDM 
The OFDM transmission scheme has the following key advantages: 
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¾ Makes efficient use of the spectrum by allowing overlap 
¾ By dividing the channel into narrowband flat fading sub-channels, OFDM is 
more resistant to frequency selective fading than single carrier systems are. 
¾ Eliminates ISI and IFI through use of a cyclic prefix. 
¾ Using adequate channel coding and interleaving one can recover symbols lost 
due to the frequency selectivity of the channel. 
¾ Channel equalization becomes simpler than by using adaptive equalization 
techniques with single carrier systems. 
¾ It is possible to use maximum likelihood decoding with reasonable complexity, 
as discussed in OFDM is computationally efficient by using FFT techniques to 
implement the modulation and demodulation functions. 
¾ In conjunction with differential modulation there is no need to implement a 
channel estimator. 
¾ Is less sensitive to sample timing offsets than single carrier systems are. 
¾ Provides good protection against co-channel interference and impulsive 
parasitic noise. 
 
In terms of drawbacks OFDM has the following characteristics: 
 
¾ The OFDM signal has a noise like amplitude with a very large dynamic range; 
therefore it requires RF power amplifiers with a high peak to average power 
ratio. 
¾ It is more sensitive to carrier frequency offset and drift than single carrier 




3.1 Random Signal Model 
Many conventional statistical signal processing methods treat random signals as if they 
were statistically stationary, in which case the parameters of the underlying physical 
mechanism that generates the signal would not vary with time. But for most manmade 
signals encountered in communication, telemetry, radar, and sonar systems, some 
parameters do vary periodically with time. Examples include sinusoidal carriers in 
amplitude, phase and frequency modulation systems. 
 
Although in some cases these periodicities can be ignored by signal processors, such as 
receivers which must detect the presence of signals of interest, estimate their 
parameters, and/or extract their messages, in many cases there can be much to gain in 
terms of improvements in performance of theses signal processors by recognizing and 
exploiting underlying periodicity.  This typically requires that the random signal be 
modeled as cyclostationary, in which case the statistical parameters vary in time with 
single or multiple periodicities. 
 
3.2 Mean and Autocorrelation Definition 
Mean of a random process x, at time t, is simply the mean of the random variable x(t), 
and is denoted by 
 
( ) ( ){ }txEtmx   Δ    (3.1) 
 
which emphasizes the random-function interpretation; that is, the nonrandom time 
function mx(·) is the mean of the random time function x(·). The function mx(·) can be 
thought of as the mean waveform. 
 
Autocorrelation is a measure of how closely a signal, or sequence, is correlated with 
time shifted versions of itself. Two relatively time shifted versions of the signal are 
multiplied together and then some form of averaging is used to give a result which is a 
function of time or time shift. 
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Autocorrelation can be categorized into the following three types: 
• Autocorrelation of a specific finite signal or sequence, where the average is a time 
average over the whole signal 
• Autocorrelation of a random signal (or stochastic process) which is a probabilistic 
concept involving an average over an ensemble of different realizations of the 
random process 
• Autocorrelation of a random signal, where the signal has infinite duration and a 
time average in the limit of infinite time replaces the ensemble average used for 
random signals 
 
The first type among the three gives the real properties of a specific signal. The other 
two types of autocorrelation give the “average” properties of a group of signals – the 
group being defined by what signals make up the ensemble, or in what way the time 
averaging is done. 
 
3.2.1 Finite Sequence Definition of Autocorrelation 
For a signal x(t) of duration T, there are three equivalent definitions of autocorrelation. 
The first is: 
 











,tR     (3.2) 
 


















,tR      (3.3) 
 
Notice that unlike the standard treatment of this subject, the autocorrelation is written 
explicitly as a function of the time origin of the calculation, t. This is because 
periodicity of the autocorrelation with respect to t will be considered later. τ represents 
the lag between the two instances of the signal. 
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This can also be written in terms of 1t  and 2t , where 21
τ−= tt  and 22 τ+= tt : 
 














ttR      (3.4) 
 
so now the difference between 1t  and 2t  is the relative time shift or lag τ, between the 
two versions of the signal. 
 
This is a time-average of the signal, multiplied by a time shifted version of itself, 
averaged over the duration of the signal. The exact value of the function will depend 
on the particular sequence used, but as this sequence becomes longer the finite 
autocorrelation will tend towards the function given by the probabilistic and infinite 
time-averaging definitions below. 
 
3.2.2 Probabilistic Definition of Autocorrelation 
The probabilistic autocorrelation of the random process x(t) is denoted by 
 













, * τττ txtxEtRx      (3.6) 
 
As before, we can express this in terms of 1t  and 2t : 
 
( ) ( ) ( ){ }2*121, txtxEttRx =     (3.7) 
 
This means an average over an imaginary infinite set of occurrences of x(t). This 
infinite set is the ensemble. 
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3.2.3 Infinite Time-Averaging Definition of Autocorrelation 
The infinite time-averaging definition of the autocorrelation of the random process 
( )tx  is 
 




















































ttR     (3.10) 
 
3.3 Stationary and Cyclostationary Processes 
Although calculation of the mean and autocorrelation functions is straightforward, it 
can be considerably more involved for some processes. 
 
3.3.1 Stationary Processes 
With reference to a random signal ( )tx , it seems intuitive that if the physical 
parameters of this phenomenon (e.g., temperature, chemical composition of the 
resistor, electromagnetic environment of the resistor, etc.) do not change with time, 
then the parameters of the probabilistic model should be time-invariant also. That is, if 
time is translated by any amount, say u, then the time-translated process, 
( ) ( )utxty −Δ  , should have the same multivariate probability densities as the process 
( )tx ; for example, 
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( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )212121 ,,, 212121 yyfyyfyyf utxutxtytytxtx −−≡=  2121  , , , , yyutt∀   (3.11) 
 
As a result the mean and autocorrelation functions should be translation-invariant also: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )utmtmtm xyx −≡=     (3.12) 
 
( ) ( ) ( )ututRttRttR xyx −−≡= 212121 ,,,      (3.13) 
 
2121  , , , , yyutt∀ . 
 
In general, a process x for which equation (3.11) is valid is said to be second-order 
stationary. If the nth order multivariate densities for x are translation invariant, then x 
is said to be nth-order stationary. And if, for every positive integer n (no matter how 
large), x is nth-order stationary, then x is said to be stationary in the strict sense. On the 
other hand, if it is known only those equations (3.12) and (3.13) are valid, then x is 
said to be stationary in the wide sense (wide-sense stationary, abbreviated WSS). 
 
It follows directly from the defining properties equations (3.12) and (3.13) that for a 
WSS process x, the mean waveform ( )tmx  is independent of time; it is therefore 
abbreviated to 
 
( ) xx mtm =   (3.14) 
 
Likewise, the autocorrelation depends only on the time difference 21 tt − , and is 
therefore abbreviated to 
 
( ) ( )2121, ttRttR xx −=    (3.15) 
 
Hence, for a WSS process x the autocorrelation is a function of the single variable 
21  tt −Δτ , and 
( ) ( ) ( ){ }txtxERx *ττ +=  t ∀    (3.16) 
 
For the work presented here, wide-sense definitions are sufficient, so all further uses of 
the terms stationary and cyclostationary imply wide-sense. 
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3.3.2 Cyclostationary Processes 
Cyclostationary is a generalization of stationary that can be interpreted as a periodicity 
of the statistical properties of a process. The multivariate probability densities for the 
translated process ( ) ( )utxtyu −=   should be periodic functions of the translation 
variable u. For example, if the period of such periodicity is denoted by T, then 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Tutmtmtmutm xyyx Tuu −−≡=≡− +      (3.17) 
 
and 
 ( ) ( )












    (3.18) 
 
It follows from equations (3.17) and (3.18) (with the change of variables utt −=' , 
utt −= 11' , utt −= 22' ) that 
 
( ) ( )Ttmtm xx −= ''    (3.19) 
 
( ) ( )TtTtRttR xx −−= 2121 ','','     (3.20) 
 
A process x for which the mean and autocorrelation exhibit the periodicity properties 
[equation (3.19) and (3.20)] is said to be cyclostationary in the wide sense. 
Cyclostationary processes are particularly appropriate probabilistic models for many 
signals and noises encountered in signal-processing systems, such as communication, 
telemetry, radar, and sonar systems, where periodicity arises from sampling, scanning, 
modulating, multiplexing, and coding operations [8]. 
 







ττ ttRx  is a function of two independent variables, t and τ, is periodic in t 
with period T for each value of τ. It is assumed that the Fourier series representation 






παα τττ tjxx eRttR 22,2     (3.21) 
 
for which { }αxR  are the Fourier coefficients, 
 









R παα ττ     (3.22) 
 
and the sum over α includes all integer multiples of the reciprocal of the fundamental 
period T.  
 
This model for xR  is adequate for a phenomenon with a single periodicity. However, 
for a phenomenon with more than one periodicity it must be generalized. This is easily 
accomplished by letting α in equation (3.21) range over all integer multiples of all 






3 ,…, but then equation (3.22) must 
be modified as follows: 
 













R παα ττ      (3.23) 
 
Such a process is said to be almost cyclostationary in the wide sense, by analogy with 
the fact that the function ( )τ,tRx  is said to be an almost periodic function (of t) [8]. 
More generally, a non-stationary process ( )tx  is said to exhibit cyclostationarity if 
there exists a periodicity frequency α for which the Fourier coefficient defined by 
equation (3.23) is not identically zero. 
 
The function ( )ταxR , which – for each value of τ – is the strength of the sinusoid in t at 






ττ ttRx , is referred to as the cyclic 
autocorrelation. If the process ( )tx  is modeled as cycloergodic (which excludes all 
time-invariant random phases) [8], as is assumed henceforth, then the cyclic 

















⎛ += ∫     (3.24) 
 
for any sample path of the process x(t). The cycloergodic model is a natural model for 
applications of interest over here. 
 
Clearly, the cyclic autocorrelation in equation (3.22), or (3.23), or (3.24) is not 
identically zero for all nonzero α if and only if the autocorrelation in equation (3.22), 
or (3.23), or the lag-product of the cycloergodic process ( )tx  in equation (3.24), 
contains an additive periodic component, which will be the case if ( )tx  is 
cyclostationary. The set ( ){ }0: ≠τα αxR  is referred to as the set of cycle frequencies. 
 
3.5 Cyclic Spectrum 
Fourier transform of the cyclic autocorrelation, 
 
( ) ( )∫∞
∞−
−Δ ττ τπαα deRfS fjxx 2        (3.25) 
 
is called the cyclic spectrum. The cyclic spectrum can also be interpreted as a spectral 
correlation function (SCF) according to the following characterization [9][10]: 
 
























π     (3.27) 
 
is the complex envelope of the spectral component of x(t) at frequency v with 
approximate bandwidth 
T
1 . Since the frequencies of the correlated spectral 
components are 
2
α+f  and 
2
α−f , the cycle frequency α is also called the frequency 
separation. 
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3.6  Cyclostationarity of OFDM Signal 
From Chapter 2, the baseband equivalent of an OFDM signal is given by 
 




















kffkff +=Δ+= 00 ; 
  0f  is the frequency of the carrier; 
  fΔ  is the frequency offset between carriers; 
  UT  is the useful duration of the OFDM symbol; 
  GUS TTT +=  is the duration of the OFDM symbol duration; 
  GT  is the guard duration of the OFDM symbol 
 
Over here, OFDM signal based on the 2k mode of DVB-T standard is generated. The 
details parameters for 8 MHz channel are listed in Table 3.1. 
 
Table 3.1: Numerical Values for OFDM parameters for 2k mode 8MHz channel 
 
Parameter 2k Mode 
Elementary period, T 7/64 μs 
Number of carriers, K 1705 
Value of carrier number Kmin 0 
Value of carrier number Kmax 1704 
Duration, TU 224 μs 
Carrier spacing, 1/TU 4,464 Hz 
Spacing between carriers Kmin and Kmax, 
(K-1)/TU 
7.61 MHz 
Allowed guard interval, TG/TU 1/4 1/8 1/16 1/32 
Duration of guard interval 56 μs 28 μs 14 μs 7 μs 
Duration of symbol, TS = TU + TG 280 μs 252 μs 238 μs 231 μs 
 
A block diagram of the generation of the OFDM symbol is shown in Figure 3.1. The 
generated data is converted into parallel streams for zeros padding before being 
transforms into times series. The output of the IFFT stage is shown in Figure 3.2. For 
OFDM system, cyclic prefix is added to overcome Inter-Symbol-Interference (ISI). 
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The result of the signal with cyclic prefix induces is shown in Figure 3.3. This added 
cyclic prefix induces the cyclostationarity in the OFDM signal [11] which will be 




Figure 3.1: OFDM Generation 
 
 





Time Response of Inphase Carriers






Time Response of Quadrature Carriers
 























Time Response of Inphase Carriers with Guard






Time Response of Quadrature Carriers with Guard
 
Figure 3.3: Time Response of Generated Carriers with Guard Inserted 
 
The cyclostationary feature of the OFDM signal is generated as shown in Figure 3.4. 
 
Figure 3.4: Generate cyclostationary feature of OFDM signal 
 
Mathematically, the cyclic autocorrelation can be expressed as 
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Under  the  assumption  that  the  emitted  symbols  are  centered  and  i.i.d., we  can  
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where { }* ',',2 lklk ccEA ==σ , the  variance  of  the  emitted  symbols. 
 




n=α .  For  all  the  other  frequencies, the  value  of  the  transform  is  
zero.  Performing  Fourier  Series  expansion  with  respect  to  t  on  ( )τ,tRx   will  get  
the  cyclic  autocorrelation  function  (CAF)  of  ( )tx , as  shown  follow: 
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Let dtdtlTtt S =⇒−= '    ' ; 
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With the following Fourier transform notations, 
 
 ( )[ ] ( ) ( )fGdtetgtgF ftj == ∫∞
∞−
− π2 ; 
 ( )[ ] ( ) ( )tgdfefGfGF ftj == ∫∞
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− π21  
 
 

























Let '"    '" dtdttt =⇒−= τ , 
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The magnitude of the cyclic autocorrelation function (CAF) for the 2k Mode DVB-T 
OFDM signal is illustrated in Figure 3.5. The signal exhibits discrete cyclic 
autocorrelation surfaces for cycle frequencies 
S
n T
n=α , which peak at UTf ±=Δ±=
1τ  











Figure 3.5: Magnitude of Cyclic Autocorrelation of an OFDM Signal 
 
Assume the DVB-T signal is transmitted over an AWGN channel, where the 
magnitude of the CAF for the noise is as shown in Figure 3.6. At the receiving end of 
the channel, the cyclostationary feature of the received signal is being exploited. The 
magnitude of the CAF for received signal is illustrated in Figure 3.7.  
 
Notice that both the magnitude of CAF of the OFDM and received signal are similar. 
But just looking only at α = 0, the magnitude the received signal (Figure 3.7) 
experience a noticeable gain at τ = 0 as compared with transmitted signal (Figure 3.5). 
This is because the CAF of a stationary process (such as noise) is equal to zero for any 
value of cycle frequency except α = τ = 0 as shown in Figure 3.6. This explained the 
gain in magnitude for the received signal at α = τ =0. On the other hand, the CAF of a 
cyclostationary process (generally a manmade signal) is also different from zero for a 
set of cycle frequencies whose values depend on the modulation and parameters of the 
process (signal). This is the reason for signal detection property of the cyclostationary-






Figure 3.6: Magnitude of Cyclic Autocorrelation of the Noise Signal 
 
 
Figure 3.7: Magnitude of Cyclic Autocorrelation of the Received Signal 
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4 Spectrum Sensing 
 
An important requirement of Cognitive Radio is to sense spectrum holes. As explained 
in Chapter 1, Cognitive Radio Section, a cognitive radio is designed to be aware of and 
sensitive to the changes in its surrounding. The spectrum sensing function enables the 
cognitive radio to adapt to its environment by detecting spectrum holes.  
 
Generally, the spectrum sensing techniques can be classified as transmitter detection, 
cooperative detection, and interference-based detection, as shown in Figure 4.1 [12]. 
The most efficient way to detect spectrum holes is to detect the primary users that are 
receiving data within the communication range. In reality, however, it is difficult for a 
cognitive radio to have a direct measurement of a channel between a primary receiver 
and a transmitter. Thus, the most recent work focus on primary transmitter detection 
















Figure 4.1: Classification of Spectrum Sensing Techniques 
 
4.1 Transmitter Detection 
The cognitive radio should distinguish between used and unused spectrum bands. 
Thus, the cognitive radio should have capability to determine if a signal from primary 
transmitter is locally present in certain spectrum. Transmitter detection approach is 
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based on the detection of the weak signal from a primary transmitter. Basic hypothesis 
model for transmitter detection can be defined as follows [13]: 
 








ty       (4.1) 
 
where y(t) is the signal received by the Cognitive Radio, x(t) is transmitter signal of the 
primary user, w(t) is the AWGN and h is the amplitude gain of the channel. H0 is a null 
hypothesis, which states that there is no licensed user signal in a certain spectrum 
band. On the other hand, H1 is an alternative hypothesis, which indicates that there 
exists some licensed user signal. 
 
Conventionally, the most commonly and simplest approach use for detection is based 
on radiometry, which is, measurement of received energy (known as Energy Detector). 
But, Energy Detector can be highly susceptible to unknown and changing noise level. 
 
The radiometric approach to detection is based on the use of stationary random process 
as models for the signals to be detected. However William Gardner had shown that for 
the purposes of detection, the signal of interest is more appropriately modeled as a 
cyclostationary random process [14]. Hence, in this thesis, the cyclostationarity of the 
DVB-T signal is been explored (refer to section 3). 
 
Although cyclostationary detector like Single-Cycle Detector is well known for its 
robustness against noise, its implementation is not as simple as energy detector due to 
its complexity in calculation. Hence based on the obtained cyclostationarity features of 
the DVB-T signal, this thesis proposes a detector (Blind Twin Peak Detector) with 
initial aim to achieve simplicity as Energy Detector and good robustness against noise 
as Single-Cycle Detector. 
 
To verify the reasoning behind the proposed detector, this thesis will also look into 
other three candidate detectors’ performance. In the following subsections, we will 
look at the implementation logic of the six detection techniques: Energy Detector, 
Single Cycle Detector, Blind Twin Peak Detector and 3 other Candidate Detectors. 
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4.1.1 Energy Detection 
When the information of the primary user signal is known to the user, the optimal 
detector in stationary Gaussian noise is the matched filter since it maximizes the 
received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [15]. If the receiver cannot gather sufficient 
information about the primary user signal, for example, if the power of the random 
Gaussian noise is only known to the receiver, the optimal detector is an energy detector 
[15]. Figure 4.2 depicts a block diagram of an energy detector. In order to measure the 
energy of the received signal, the received signal is pre-filtered by a bandpass filter 
with bandwidth of interest,  W. The output of this filter is then squared and integrated 
over the observation interval T. Finally, the output of the integrator, Y, will act as the 
test statistic to test the two hypotheses H0 and H1, to decide whether a licensed user is 
present or not [13].  
 
 
Figure 4.2: Block Diagram of an Energy Detector 
 
Implementation of Energy Detector can also be interpreted from the CAF equation, by 
setting the α and the τ values of ( )ταyR  to zero: 
 




















































       (4.2) 
 
As energy detector is easy to implement, the recent work on detection of primary user 
has generally adopted the energy detector [15][16]. However, there are several 
drawbacks of energy detectors that might diminish their simplicity in implementation. 
First, the threshold used for primary user detection is highly susceptible to unknown or 
changing noise levels. Even if the threshold would be set adaptively, presence of any 
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in-band interference would confuse the energy detector. Furthermore, in frequency 
selective fading it is not clear how to set the threshold with respect to channel notches. 
 
Second, energy detector does not differentiate between modulated signals, noise and 
interference. Since, it cannot recognize the interference, it cannot benefit from adaptive 
signal processing for canceling the interferer. Furthermore, spectrum policy for using 
the band is constrained only to primary users, so a Cognitive Radio user should treat 
noise and other secondary users differently. 
 
Lastly, an energy detector does not work for spread spectrum signals: direct sequence 
and frequency hopping signals, for which more sophisticated signal processing 
algorithms, need to be devised. In general, we could increase detector robustness by 
looking into a primary signal footprint such as modulation type, data rate, or other 
signal feature. 
 
4.1.1.1 Noise Uncertainty 
In energy (power) detector, it was assumed that the noise power is know exactly. This 
made it possible to detect a very weak signal since the detector was able to detect small 
increase in power due to the sum of the noise and signal power. However, we never 
know the noise power exactly which we call this lack of knowledge as ‘Noise 
Uncertainty’. 
 
There are several factors that effect noise uncertainty as listed below: 
¾ Thermal noise change due to temperature change 
¾ Amplifier gain change due to temperature change 
¾ Calibration error 
¾ Interference during calibration 
 
By assuming the temperature increases 20 degrees, it is shown that a noise uncertainty, 
Δ = 0.28dB is induced [17]. If considering a Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) with a 
specification gain of 0.01dB/oC due to temperature change, a further Δ = 0.2 dB will 
be added on. With initial calibration error, the power estimator used during calibration 
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operates for 1ms results the standard deviation of initial calibration error, Δ ≈ 0.22dB 
(Note that the error can exceed the standard deviation). 
 
Without considering the effects of interference during calibration, the total noise 
uncertainty due to the above factors is already ±0.7dB. By rounding up, the noise 
uncertainty is ±1dB. With consideration of interference, noise uncertainty may be 
much larger. 
 
Hence in next chapter, our simulation will also take the noise uncertainty into 
consideration and observe its effect on the six detectors discussed in this chapter. The 
effect of the noise uncertainty will be studied using the Robust Statistic approach. 
Robust Statistic considers the “worst case” in noise uncertainty. It will use the upper 
limit of noise power to calculate the Probability of False Alarm while the lower limit 
of noise power to calculate the Probability of Detection [17]. 
 
4.1.2 Cyclostationary Feature Detection 
An alternative detection method is the cyclostationary feature detection [2]. Modulated 
signals are in general coupled with sine waves carriers, pulse trains, repeating 
spreading, hopping sequences, or cyclic prefixes, which result in built-in periodicity. 
Even though the data is a stationary random process, these modulated signals are 
characterized as cyclostationary, since their mean and autocorrelation exhibit 
periodicity. This periodicity is typically introduced intentionally in the signal format so 
that a receiver can exploit it for: parameter estimation such as carrier phase, pulse 
timing, or direction of arrival. This can then be used for detection of a random signal 
with a particular modulation type in a background of noise and other modulated 
signals. 
 
Common analysis of stationary random signals is based on autocorrelation function 
and power spectral density. On the other hand, cyclostationary signals exhibit 
correlation between widely separated spectral components due to spectral redundancy 
caused by periodicity, which can be defined as spectral correlation function (Refer to 
Chapter 3 for more details). Unlike power spectral density (PSD) which is real-valued 
one dimensional transform, the SCF is two dimensional transform, in general complex-
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valued. Power spectral density is a special case of a spectral correlation function where 
the cycle frequency, α = 0. 
 
 
Figure 4.3: Detection of a continuous-phase 4-FSK using energy detection and 
cyclostationary feature detector 
 
Figure 4.3 [2] illustrates the advantages of cyclostationary detection versus energy 
detection for continuous phase 4-FSK modulated signals. Distinct pattern of 4-FSK 
modulation in a spectral correlation function is preserved even in low SNR=-20dB 
while energy detector is limited by the large noise. 
 
The distinctive character of spectral redundancy makes signal selectivity possible. 
Signal analysis in cyclic spectrum domain preserves phase and frequency information 
related to timing parameters in modulated signals [14]. As a result, overlapping 
features in the power spectrum density are non-overlapping feature in the cyclic 
spectrum. Different types of modulated signals (such as BPSK, QPSK, SQPSK) that 
have identical power spectral density functions can have highly distinct spectral 
correlation functions. Furthermore, stationary noise and interference exhibit no spectral 
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correlation as shown in equation (4.3). Therefore, a cyclostationary feature detector 
can perform better than the energy detector in discriminating against noise due to its 
robustness to the uncertainty in noise power. 
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When the signal is modeled as (almost) cyclostationary, the resulting device can be 
expressed as a multi-cycle detector 
 
( ) ( ) ( )

















      (4.4) 
 
where the sum is over α for which the SCF ( )fS xα  is not identically zero. 
 
However, [18] mentioned that appropriate implementation of the optimal multiple 
cycle (MC) detector requires knowledge of the signal phases. Therefore, to overcome 
this problem, a suboptimum detection structure has been proposed [14] [18], referred 
to as the single cycle (SC) detector, which employs only one spectral line; namely, 
only one harmonic of the fundamental frequency of cyclostationary. 
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      (4.5) 
 
Since the DVB-T signal had been found to have cyclostationary feature as shown in 
Section 3, we can apply the Single-Cycle Detector (SCD). Hence for equation (4.5), 
( )fS xα  is the Fourier transform of the CAF for the transmitted signal (OFDM DVB-T) 
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and ( )fS yα  is the Fourier transform of the CAF for the received signal. Although SCD 
is known for its robustness against noise, it is highly complex in calculation. 
 
4.1.3 Proposed Detectors  
In this thesis, we aim to have a detector that can achieve simplicity as Energy Detector 
and good robustness as Single-Cycle Detector. Hence, 4 candidate detectors are 
investigated based on the CAF result of the OFDM DVB-T 2k mode using rectangular 
pulse shape and the fact that noise is a wide sense stationary signal with no correlation. 




n=α , which peak at UTf ±=Δ±=
1τ . At 0=α , the peaks at  
UTf
±=Δ±=
1τ  are at its maximum.  
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Single-cycle detector can detect the presence of signal at particular α (except α = 0) 
over the whole of frequency/delay, since stationary noise is only present at α = τ = 0. 
Base on the same concept of where the noise will be present, this thesis will look at the 
proposed detector (BTP Detector) and 3 other candidate detectors that detect the 
unique peak at particular delay, τ, in blind or known form as follow: 
 
4.1.3.1 Proposed Detector I: Blind Single Peak Detector (BSPD) 
The detection will be similar with Energy Detection. The detection will be carried out 





yPD Rz 1    (4.7) 
 
4.1.3.2 Proposed Detector II: Blind Twin Peak Detector (BTPD) 
Instead of using single τ value for detection, the detection will be carried out at α = 0 




α τyPD Rz 2     (4.8) 
 
With reference to Figure 3.7, the distinct peaks of CAF are at τ = ±TU where noise is 
absent. Hence, to verify the effect of having more τ for detection, another distinct peak 
is chosen. With addition τ for detection, the performance is expected to improve.  
 
4.1.3.3 Proposed Detector III: Twin Peak Detector (TPD) 
The detection will be similar with Single-Cycle Detector. Instead of using a particular 
α (except α = 0) for whole range of frequency/delay, this detection will be carried out 
at α = 0 and τ = ±TU. 
 
( ) ( )∑=
τ
αα ττ ,*3 tRRz yxPD      (4.9) 
 
As compared to BTPD, the performance of TPD is expected to be almost similar. 
Cause, the transmit signal CAF, ( )ταxR  is expected to induce only scaling effect. 
 
4.1.3.4 Proposed Detector IV: Selective SCD (SSCD) 
To verify that at α = 0, the peak is at its maximum and the effect of reducing the τ for a 
single-cycle detector. The detection will be carried out at 
ST
1=α  and τ = ±TU. 
 
( ) ( )∑=
τ
αα ττ ,*4 tRRz yxPD     (4.10) 
 
As compared to TPD, SSCD’s performance is expected to degrade due to using 
smaller peaks for the detection.  
 
4.2 Complexity 
Other than detection performance, complexity and time for detection process is also a 
concern for cognitive radio. Using the equations of the 6 detectors, we will study the 
complexity in terms of real multiply and real addition required for each detector to 
derive their test statistic where the received signal, y(t) is a complex value. 
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4.2.1 Energy Detector (ED) 







z . As mentioned, y(n) is a complex 
signal. Hence, each multiplication of y(n) with y*(n) is equivalent to multiplication of 
2 complex value [e.g. (a + jb)(c + jd) = (ac - bd) + j(bc + ad)]. This leads to 4 Real 
Multiplications and 2 Real Additions at each n instance. From the equation of zED we 
know that it is a summation over N multiplications of 2 complex terms, hence in total 
there will be 4N of Real Multiplications and 2N + 2(N-1) = 2(2N-1) of Real Additions. 
 
4.2.2 Proposed Detector I: Blind Single Peak Detector (BSPD) 
From equation (4.7), we know 
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From the above equation, we can see that the difference as compare to ED is that the 
complex term is a delayed version. Other than the delayed term, the rest of the 
complexity is the same as that of ED. Hence, BSPD also has 4N of Real 
Multiplications and 2(2N-1) of Real Additons. 
 
4.2.3 Proposed Detector II: Blind Twin Peak Detector (BTPD) 
From equation (4.8), we have 
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The above equation as compared with the equation of BSPD is that there are two τ 
values needed. Therefore, we can work out BTPD’s complexity from BSPD. For one τ 
value (BSPD), we know there will be 4N of Real Multiplications and 2(2N-1) of Real 
Additions. For two τ values, there will be 2(4N) = 8N of Real Multiplications and 
2[2(2N-1)]+2 = 2(4N-1) of Real Additions. 
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4.2.4 Proposed Detector III: Twin Peak Detector (TPD) 
From equation (4.9), we have 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

















































The complexity of this equation can be worked out from BTPD’s equation. As 
compared to BTPD, TPD’s equation needs an additional term, which is the transmit 
signal’s CAF, ( )ταxR . From BSPD, we have shown that for one τ value, one CAF will 
have 4N of Real Multiplications and 2(2N-1) of Real Additions. To group the 
complexity of 2 CAF together under one τ value, it leads to 2(4N)+4 = 4(2N+1) of 
Real Multiplications and 4(2N-1) + 2 = 2(4N-1) of Real Additions. Lastly we consider 
the complexity of having 2 τ values, this leads to 8(2N+1) of Real Multiplications and 
4(4N-1) + 2 = 2(8N-1) of Real Additions. 
 
4.2.5 Proposed Detector IV: Selective SCD (SSCD)  
From equation (4.10), we have 
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Since there are 3 complex term in each CAF term, each CAF term [e.g. (a + jb)(c + 
jd)(e + jf) = (ace – bde – bcf - adf) + j(bce + ade + acf - bdf)] will have 8N of Real 
Multiplications and 6N+2(N-1) = 2(4N-1) of Real Additions. As a result over one τ 
value, there will be a total of 2(8N)+4 = 4(4N+1) of Real Multiplications and 2[2(4N-
1)]+2 = 2(8N-1) of Real Additions. Lastly, we consider the complexity for over 2 τ 
value. There will be 2[4(4N+1)] = 8(4N+1) of Real Multiplications and 2[2(8N-1)]+2 
= 2(16N-1) of Real Additions. 
 
4.2.6 Single-Cycle Detector (SCD) 
From equation (4.5), we know in discrete form we will have 
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1=α  and 
over all 2N+1 amount of τ values. The complexity for one τ value is similar to SSCD 
which is 4(4N+1) of Real Multiplications and 2(8N-1) of Real Additions. Hence over 
2N+1 τ values, there are (2N+1)[4(4N+1)] = 32N2 + 24N + 4 of Real Multiplications 
and (2N+1)[2(8N-1)]+2(2N) = 32N2 + 16N – 2 of Real Additions. 
 
4.2.7 Complexity Comparison 
For ease of comparing the complexity among the detectors, the complexity in been 
grouped into Real Multiplications as shown in Table 4.1 and Real Additions in Table 
4.2. 
 
Table 4.1: Complexity Comparison in terms of Real Multiplications 
 
 Real Multiplications 
Real Multiplications with 
N=2048 Comparison of Complexity 
ED 4N 8,912 1X (as Reference) 
SCD 32N2 + 24N + 4 134,266,884 ≈16,390X 
BSPD 4N 8,192 1X 
BTPD 8N 16,384 2X 
TPD 8(2N+1) 32,776 ≈4X 
SSCD 8(4N+1) 65,544 ≈8X 
 
Table 4.2: Complexity Comparison in terms of Real Additions 
 
 Real Additions Real Additions with N=2048 Comparison of Complexity 
ED 2(2N - 1) 8190 1X ( as Reference ) 
SCD 32N2 + 16N - 2 134,250,494 ≈16,392X 
BSPD 2(2N-1) 8190 1X 
BTPD 2(4N-1) 16,382 ≈2X 
TPD 2(8N-1) 32,766 ≈4X 
SSCD 2(16N-1) 65,534 ≈8X 
 
As Energy Detector (ED) is well known for its simplicity, the comparison is made with 
reference to it. From the complexity results, we know that Single-Cycle Detector 
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(SCD) is the most complex among all, with over 16k time complexity as compare to 
ED. While the ED and proposed detector I (PD1 or BSPD) with the same complexity 
is the least complex among them. 
 
From the calculation results, we know that the complexity increases due to several 
factors. First, as the number of delay, τ increases, the complexity also increases. This is 
shown by the increased complexity of PD2 (BTPD) due to its double τ value as 
compared with PD1 and ED. 
 
Next, complexity increases with the need of transmit CAF. This can be verified from 
PD3 (TPD) and PD2 (BTPD). With the presence of transmit CAF, PD3 is more 
complex than PD2 in calculation as shown in the tables. Lastly, with the cyclic 
frequency, α ≠ 0, the complexity increases. From the tables, we can show that with the 
non-zero α, PD4 (Selective SCD) is more complex than PD3 that has a zero α value. 
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5 Simulation Results 
5.1 DVB-T Signal in AWGN  
In this thesis, OFDM DVB-T has been treated as the primary signal. By setting the 
parameters according to a 2k mode 8 MHz channel with guard interval of 0.25 as 
shown in Table 3.1, the transmit signal is been generated. According to the 
specification revealed in Table 3.1, there will be 1706 of transmitted carriers in each 
OFDM symbol duration. Referring to simulation codes in Appendix A attached to the 
report, we can see that the transmit signal is generated first through generating each 
symbol of 1706 carriers as shown under the (A) section in the code. 
 
In addition, the specification stated that it is a 2k mode channel which means one 
OFDM symbol is considering of 2048 IFFT size. Taking into considerations of 
aliasing effect, according to the Nyquist theorem, the symbols are up-sampled 2 times 
of its rate by zero-padding as illustrated under the ‘Series to parallel conversion’ 
section in the code. As shown in the program, the generated symbols is being 
converted from the serial stream of data into a parallel set of 3 symbols for the ease of 
adding in the zero padding and the guard duration (cyclic prefix). 
 
Each OFDM symbol is made up of the useful duration, TU and guard duration, TG. 
Within the guard duration, the cyclic prefix (which is a portion of useful duration data) 
is added to reduce the ISI effect. From Table 3.1, there are four different guard 
duration. In our simulation, we utilize the ¼ guard duration. Hence, the last ¼ portion 
of the useful duration is appended in front of the useful duration as the cyclic prefix as 
illustrated under the section (C) to acquire our transmit signal. For the best illustration 
of the real-time signal processing, the three parallel symbols is reshape to a serial of 
data under the section (D), before applying to the above mentioned 6 detectors and 
their performance are verify under AWGN channel for constant false alarm at 0.1 and 
0.01. 
 
As mention at early sections, although energy detector is simple to implement, its 
performance is highly susceptible to uncertainty in noise power. Noise uncertainty is 
affected by a few factors and typically between ±0.5dB to ±1dB [17]. Therefore, in this 
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section, the performance of the 6 detectors will be observed for (1) No Noise 
Uncertainty at Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2, (2) With Noise Uncertainty, Δ = ±0.5dB at 
Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4, and (3) With Noise Uncertainty, Δ = ±1dB at Figure 5.5 and 
Figure 5.6. 
 
According the IEEE802 Meeting Documents [17], there are two approaches that can be 
used to test the noise uncertainty effect on the detectors. One is to consider the “worst 
case” in noise uncertainty. The other is to use the Bayesian Statistics and assume a 
priori distribution on the noise PSD. As the detector has to be designed to cater for the 
worst case scenarios, the worst noise uncertainty case is adopted in this thesis. This 
approach is to use the upper limit of noise PSD to calculate the Probability of False 
Alarm (Pfa) and the lower limit of noise PSD to calculate the Probability of Detection 
(Pd). Hence, as shown in the code (ROC of each Detector) in Appendix A, the 
threshold is set using the Pfa at upper limit of noise PSD (lower limit of SNR). Then 
the same threshold is used to detect signal at lower limit of noise PSD (upper limit of 
SNR). 

























PD3:SC @ alpha=0, tau=+/-Tu
PD4:SC @ alpha=1/Ts, tau=+/-Tu
SCD at alpha=1/Ts
 

































PD3:SC @ alpha=0, tau=+/-Tu
PD4:SC @ alpha=1/Ts, tau=+/-Tu
SCD at alpha=1/Ts
 
Figure 5.2: Pd vs Eb/No at Pfa = 0.01 for AWGN Channel without Noise Uncertainty 
 





























PD3:SC @ alpha=0, tau=+/-Tu
PD4:SC @ alpha=1/Ts, tau=+/-Tu
SCD at alpha=1/Ts
 

































PD3:SC @ alpha=0, tau=+/-Tu
PD4:SC @ alpha=1/Ts, tau=+/-Tu
SCD at alpha=1/Ts
 
Figure 5.4: Pd vs Eb/No at Pfa = 0.01 for AWGN Channel with ±0.5dB Noise 
Uncertainty 
 





























PD3:SC @ alpha=0, tau=+/-Tu
PD4:SC @ alpha=1/Ts, tau=+/-Tu
SCD at alpha=1/Ts
 

































PD3:SC @ alpha=0, tau=+/-Tu
PD4:SC @ alpha=1/Ts, tau=+/-Tu
SCD at alpha=1/Ts
 
Figure 5.6: Pd vs Eb/No at Pfa = 0.01 for AWGN Channel with ±1dB Noise 
Uncertainty 
 
As shown in the Figures, single-cycle detector’s performance is the best among all 
under all conditions. For energy detector, it performs comparably well as the single-
cycle detector under no noise uncertainty (Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2). 
 
However when noise uncertainty comes into consideration, the performance of energy 
detector degrades noticeably, especially at low Eb/No region. For example with Pfa = 
0.1, at Eb/No = -12dB, under no noise uncertainty, Energy Detector achieves optimal 
results with Pd = 1 as shown in Figure 5.1. With the same Pfa and Eb/No, noise 
uncertainty of ±0.5dB, the performance degrades to Pd ≈ 0.3 as shown in Figure 5.3. 
When the noise uncertainty changes to ±1dB, the performance becomes worst with Pd 
= 0 as shown in Figure 5.5. 
 
Other than SCD, we also notice that the four candidate detectors are also robust against 
the effect of noise uncertainty. With the same Pfa = 0.1 and Eb/No = -12dB, take PD2 
(BTPD) and PD3 (TPD) for example. Under with or without noise uncertainty, their 
performance did not vary or change drastically with Pd staying around 0.95 as shown 
in Figure 5.1, Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.5. 
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Due to less τ values being use in the detection process, PD1 (BSPD) at Pfa = 0.1 and 
Eb/No = -12dB can only achieve Pd = 0.7 as compare to Pd ≈ 0.95 obtained by PD2 
(BTPD) and PD3 (TPD) under noise uncertainty of ± 1dB as shown in Figure 5.5. 
 
By choosing the peaks at α ≠ 0 for detection, we can see that the performance degrades 
as expected due to the peaks are at their maximum when α = 0. This is shown in Figure 
5.5 with Pfa = 0.1, Eb/No = -12dB and noise uncertainty of ±1dB, the Pd ≈ 0.95 obtained 
by PD2 and PD3 drops to Pd ≈ 0.8 for PD4 (Selective SCD) as it using peaks at α ≠ 0. 
 
5.2 DVB-T Signal in Frequency Selective Fading Channels 
For more realistic and practical scenarios, the performance of the detectors is also 
verified under multi-path fading condition with the same generated transmitted DVB-T 
signal as according to the specification shown in Table 3.1. Since the purpose of this 
thesis is to propose a detector for Cognitive Radio’s usage, the multi-path fading 
condition is generated based on the IEEE 802.22 WRAN channel model (Profile A) 
[19]. The details specification of Profile A is as tabulated in the following Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1: Reference Channel Multi-path Profile A exacted from IEEE802.22 Doc 
 
Profile A Path 1 Path 2 Path 3 Path 4 Path 5 Path 6 
Excess Delay (μsec) 0 3 8 11 13 21 
Relative Amplitude (dB) 0 -7 -15 -22 -24 -19 
 
As shown in the code, Appendix B, the WRAN channel is generated at the section of 
‘Channel Generation’ based on delay and power parameters found in the given profile. 
As the channel is started off with sampling rate of 1μs, hence the resample function is 
used to up sample the channel to the sampling rate the same as that of the signal. For 
the transmit signal generation, it remains the same as AWGN condition (Appendix A). 
After the transmit signal has been generated at section (D), the channel effect is 
induced on the transmit signal at the section of ‘Channel Fading’, through convolution 
method. Lastly, the noise is added using the faded signal through the same manner as 
shown in AWGN condition to result our received signal. 
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PD3:SC @ alpha=0, tau=+/-Tu
PD4:SC @ alpha=1/Ts, tau=+/-Tu
SCD at alpha=1/Ts
 
Figure 5.7: Pd vs Eb/No at Pfa = 0.1 for WRAN Profile A Fading Channel without 
Noise Uncertainty 
 
The noise uncertainty effect on the detectors is also been considered under the multi-
path fading condition. As mentioned, the only difference for this condition is only at 
the channel part. Hence, the ways to induce noise uncertainty or approaches to verify 
the noise uncertainty effect remain the same as described in the previous sub-section. 
 
The effect of the multi-path on the 6 detectors has been examined under false alarm 
rates at 0.1 & 0.01. As illustrated from Figure 5.7 to Figure 5.12, although all the six 
detectors’ performance are degraded due to the multi-path effect, the performance 
ranking of the six detectors still remain the same as under the AWGN condition. The 4 
candidate detectors and single-cycle detector are still more robust against the noise 
uncertainty as compared to energy detector. For example with Pfa = 0.1, at Eb/No = -
13dB, under no noise uncertainty, ED’s performance is optimal with Pd = 1 as shown 
in Figure 5.7. But with noise uncertainty of ±0.5dB, its performance degrades to Pd = 
0.18 as shown in Figure 5.9. As the noise uncertainty changes to ±1dB, its 
performance is worst with Pd = 0 as shown in Figure 5.11. 
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PD3:SC @ alpha=0, tau=+/-Tu
PD4:SC @ alpha=1/Ts, tau=+/-Tu
SCD at alpha=1/Ts
 
Figure 5.8: Pd vs Eb/No at Pfa = 0.01 for WRAN Profile A Fading Channel without 
Noise Uncertainty 
 
Among the six detectors, SCD is still having the best performance of detection with its 
PD staying at 1 with or without noise uncertainty effect from Eb/No=-10dB to Eb/No=-
15dB as shown in Figure 5.7 to Figure 5.12. Following ED and PD1 (BSPD), PD2 
(BTPD) who has the next lowest complexity among the six detectors, still maintains 
comparable performance to the other 2 candidate detectors, PD3 (TPD) and PD4 
(SSCD), who are having much higher complexity. For example with Pfa = 0.1, at Eb/No 
= -11dB, under no noise uncertainty, the Pd for PD2, PD3 and PD4 are 0.91, 0.92 and 
0.90 respectively as shown on Figure 5.7. Even with consideration of noise uncertainty 
of ±1dB, at the same Pfa and Eb/No, PD2 (BTPD) still maintain its performance at Pd = 
0.91 as shown on Figure 5.11. 
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PD3:SC @ alpha=0, tau=+/-Tu
PD4:SC @ alpha=1/Ts, tau=+/-Tu
SCD at alpha=1/Ts
 
Figure 5.9: Pd vs Eb/No at Pfa = 0.1 for WRAN Profile A Fading Channel with ±0.5dB 
Noise Uncertainty 
 





























PD3:SC @ alpha=0, tau=+/-Tu
PD4:SC @ alpha=1/Ts, tau=+/-Tu
SCD at alpha=1/Ts
 
Figure 5.10: Pd vs Eb/No at Pfa = 0.01 for WRAN Profile A Fading Channel with 
±0.5dB Noise Uncertainty 
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PD3:SC @ alpha=0, tau=+/-Tu
PD4:SC @ alpha=1/Ts, tau=+/-Tu
SCD at alpha=1/Ts
 
Figure 5.11: Pd vs Eb/No at Pfa = 0.1 for WRAN Profile A Fading Channel with ±1dB 
Noise Uncertainty 
 





























PD3:SC @ alpha=0, tau=+/-Tu
PD4:SC @ alpha=1/Ts, tau=+/-Tu
SCD at alpha=1/Ts
 





With the growing demand for spectrum due to the advancement of technologies, the 
idea of Cognitive Radio is being explored to overcome spectrum access conflicts due 
to the virtual scarcity of free channels in unlicensed bands. Cognitive Radio is able to 
reliably sense the spectral environment over a wide bandwidth, detect the 
presence/absence of legacy users (primary users) and use the spectrum only if 
communication does not interfere with primary users. 
 
Conventionally, due to the ease of implementation, Energy Detector is been used for 
detection the signal of interest. However, it is prone to the noise uncertainty. Hence, 
efforts had spent in exploiting cyclostationarity features of signal as feature detector 
like Single-Cycle Detector is well known for its noise robustness. Although its 
performance is superior to Energy Detector, it is also more complex in terms of 
calculation. 
 
In this thesis, a new detector (Blind Twin Peak Detector) is proposed with the aim of 
maintain comparable result as Single-Cycle Detector and as less complexity as Energy 
Detector. To verify the performance and complexity, BTPD is been compared with 
Energy Detector, Single-Cycle Detector and 3 other candidate detectors using the 
popular Digital TV standard signal, DVB-T signal as the primary signal. 
 
Based on the theoretical analysis and simulation results of detectors, BTPD’s 
performance is as anticipated better than Energy Detector under noise uncertainty and 
its complexity is not as complex as Single-Cycle Detector. Therefore, BTPD is 
recommended as the DVB-T signal detector for Cognitive Radio. 
 
From this research, we have learned that our man-made signals should have 
cyclostationary features. Hence, the feature detection approach used in this thesis can 
further be explored as future work for other TV signal types to enable the cognitive 
radio’s usage in all TV signals. For example, other main digital TV signals like ATSC 
signals can be explored. As mentioned in the thesis, ATSC signal is of Vestigial Side 
Band Modulation. Since it is modulated signal (man-made signal), it will have 
cyclostaionary feature. 
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In the thesis, we noticed that the cyclic frequency is usually related to the period of the 







etc., where TS is the symbol duration. In addition, from the results obtained for DVB-T 
signals we have learned that if the signal do have correlation other than τ = 0 where 
noise do not exist, detection statistics can further be explored at these areas. 
 
As mentioned in the thesis, Bayesian Statistics can also be applied in testing of the 
noise uncertainty effect on the detectors. Bayesian statistics based detectors need the 
probability density function in order to derive the theoretical probability of detection 
and false alarm. As the detection is based on the cyclostationary feature of the signal, 
the probability density function is usually related to the Cyclic Autocorrelation 
Function or the Spectral Autocorrelation Function and very challenging to obtain.  
Hence, work on how to derive the theoretical probability density function of the TV 
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8.1 Appendix A –Source Code for AWGN Condition 
%DVB-T 2K Transmission 
%The available bandwidth is 8 MHz 
%2K is intended for mobile services 
%Simulation is under AWGN condition 
%Types of Detectors are: 
%(1)Energy Detector(ED): Peak at alpha=0, tau=0 
%(2)Single-Cycle Detector(SCD) at alpha=1/Ts 
%(3)Proposed Detected(PD)1: Peak at alpha=0, tau=Tu 
%(4)PD2:Peak at alpha=0, tau=+/-Tu 
%(5)PD3:Peak at alpha=1/Ts, tau=+/-Tu 
%(6)PD4:SSCD at alpha=1/Ts, tau=+/-Tu 







Tu=224e-6;                  %useful OFDM symbol period 
T=Tu/2048;                  %baseband elementary period 
G=1/4;                      %choice of 1/4, 1/8, 1/16, and 1/32 
delta=G*Tu;                 %guard band duration 
Ts=delta+Tu;                %total OFDM symbol period 
nd=3;                       %number of OFDM symbols 
Kmax=1705;                  %number of subcarriers 
Kmin=0; 
FS=4096;                    %IFFT/FFT length 
t=0:T/2:(Ts-(T/2)); 











%***************>> Data Generation (A) <<*************** 
para=Kmax+1;                %number of subcarriers per symbol 







     
    b=zeros(1,M); 
    c=0; 
    n=0; 
     
    while n<nd 
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        a=-1+2*round(rand(para,1)).'+i*(-1+2*round(rand(para,1))).'; 
        b(1,1+c:1706+c)=a; 
        c=c+1706; 
        n=n+1; 
    end 
  
%**********>> Serial to parallel conversion <<********** 
  
    % reshape : built in function [1706*No of Symbol] 
    paradata=reshape(b,para,nd); 
  
    info=zeros(FS,nd); 
    info(1:(para/2),:) = paradata(1:(para/2),:);        %Zero padding 
    info((FS-((para/2)-1)):FS,:) = paradata(((para/2)+1):para,:); 
  
%************>> Subcarriers Generation (B) <<************ 
  
    carriers=FS.*ifft(info,FS); 
  
%***************>> Guard Insertion (C) <<*************** 
  
    gcarriers=[carriers(FS-(FS*G)+1:FS,:); carriers]; 
  
%***************>> D/A Conversion (D) <<*************** 
  
    gcarrierstring=reshape(gcarriers,(G+1)*FS*nd,1); 
  
%***************>> AWGN addition <<*************** 
  
    ich=real(gcarrierstring).';     %for AWGN effect only 
    qch=imag(gcarrierstring).';     %for AWGN effect only 
     
    inoise=randn(1,length(ich));    %for generating noise 
    qnoise=randn(1,length(qch)); 
  
    %Nominal Case 
    spow=sum(ich.^2+qch.^2)./length(ich); 
    attn=0.5*spow*(1/2)*10.^(-ebn0/10); 
    attn=sqrt(attn); 
     
    ioutn=inoise.*attn; 
    qoutn=qnoise.*attn; 
    noise=ioutn+qoutn.*i; 
     
    iout=ioutn+ich(1:length(ich)); 
    qout=qoutn+qch(1:length(qch)); 
    rx=iout+qout.*i; 
   
    %Upper Limit of Noise Power for +/-0.5dB 
    attnU1=0.5*spow*(1/2)*10.^(-ebn0U1/10); 
    attnU1=sqrt(attnU1); 
     
    ioutnU1=inoise.*attnU1; 
    qoutnU1=qnoise.*attnU1; 
    noiseU1=ioutnU1+qoutnU1.*i; 
     
    ioutU1=ioutnU1+ich(1:length(ich)); 
    qoutU1=qoutnU1+qch(1:length(qch)); 
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    rxU1=ioutU1+qoutU1.*i; 
     
    %Lower Limit of Noise Power for +/-0.5dB 
    attnL1=0.5*spow*(1/2)*10.^(-ebn0L1/10); 
    attnL1=sqrt(attnL1); 
     
    ioutnL1=inoise.*attnL1; 
    qoutnL1=qnoise.*attnL1; 
    noiseL1=ioutnU1+qoutnL1.*i; 
     
    ioutL1=ioutnL1+ich(1:length(ich)); 
    qoutL1=qoutnL1+qch(1:length(qch)); 
    rxL1=ioutL1+qoutL1.*i; 
     
    %Upper Limit of Noise Power for +/-1dB 
    attnU2=0.5*spow*(1/2)*10.^(-ebn0U2/10); 
    attnU2=sqrt(attnU2); 
     
    ioutnU2=inoise.*attnU2; 
    qoutnU2=qnoise.*attnU2; 
    noiseU2=ioutnU2+qoutnU2.*i; 
     
    ioutU2=ioutnU2+ich(1:length(ich)); 
    qoutU2=qoutnU2+qch(1:length(qch)); 
    rxU2=ioutU2+qoutU2.*i; 
     
    %Lower Limit of Noise Power for +/-1dB 
    attnL2=0.5*spow*(1/2)*10.^(-ebn0L2/10); 
    attnL2=sqrt(attnL2); 
     
    ioutnL2=inoise.*attnL2; 
    qoutnL2=qnoise.*attnL2; 
    noiseL2=ioutnU2+qoutnL2.*i; 
     
    ioutL2=ioutnL2+ich(1:length(ich)); 
    qoutL2=qoutnL2+qch(1:length(qch)); 
    rxL2=ioutL2+qoutL2.*i; 
     
%**********>> Autocorrelation of Transmitted Signal <<********** 
  
    %for SC Detector, PD3, PD4 
    [corrouttx_1]=Corrone(gcarrierstring.',Ts,t,nd);    
             
%***************>> Autocorrelation of Noise Signal <<*************** 
  
    %for ED,PD1&2 
    [corroutn]=Corrzero(noise,Ts,t,nd); 
     
    %for ED,PD1&2 with upper SNR +0.5dB 
    [corroutnU1]=Corrzero(noiseU1,Ts,t,nd);  
    %for ED,PD1&2 with lower SNR -0.5dB 
    [corroutnL1]=Corrzero(noiseL1,Ts,t,nd);  
     
    %for ED,PD1&2 with upper SNR +1dB 
    [corroutnU2]=Corrzero(noiseU2,Ts,t,nd); 
    %for ED,PD1&2 with lower SNR -1dB 
    [corroutnL2]=Corrzero(noiseL2,Ts,t,nd); 
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    %for SCD,PD3&4 
    [corroutn_1]=Corrone(noise,Ts,t,nd); 
     
    %for SCD,PD3&4 with upper SNR +0.5dB 
    [corroutnU1_1]=Corrone(noiseU1,Ts,t,nd); 
    %for SCD,PD3&4 with lower SNR -0.5dB 
    [corroutnL1_1]=Corrone(noiseL1,Ts,t,nd); 
     
    %for SCD,PD3&4 with upper SNR +1dB 
    [corroutnU2_1]=Corrone(noiseU2,Ts,t,nd); 
    %for SCD,PD3&4 with lower SNR -1dB 
    [corroutnL2_1]=Corrone(noiseL2,Ts,t,nd); 
     
         
%***************>> Noise Signal Test Statistic <<*************** 
  
    %for ED 
    cnfile(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutn(cen,1)); 
     
    %for ED with upper SNR +0.5dB 
    nfileU1(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutnU1(cen,1)); 
    %for ED with lower SNR -0.5dB 
    nfileL1(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutnL1(cen,1)); 
     
    %for ED with upper SNR +1dB 
    nfileU2(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutnU2(cen,1)); 
    %for ED with lower SNR -1dB 
    nfileL2(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutnL2(cen,1)); 
         
    %for PD1: alpha=0, tau=Tu 
    pnfile(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutn(pos,1)); 
     
    %for PD1 with upper SNR +0.5dB 
    pnfileU1(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutnU1(pos,1)); 
    %for PD1 with lower SNR -0.5dB 
    pnfileL1(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutnL1(pos,1)); 
     
    %for PD1 with upper SNR +1dB 
    pnfileU2(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutnU2(pos,1)); 
    %for PD1 with lower SNR -1dB 
    pnfileL2(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutnL2(pos,1)); 
     
    %for PD 2: alpha=0, tau=+/-Tu 
    snfile(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutn(neg,1))+(corroutn(pos,1)));   
     
    %for PD2 with upper SNR +0.5dB 
    snfileU1(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutnU1(neg,1))+(corroutnU1(pos,1))); 
    %for PD2 with lower SNR -0.5dB 
    snfileL1(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutnL1(neg,1))+(corroutnL1(pos,1))); 
     
    %for PD2 with upper SNR +1dB 
    snfileU2(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutnU2(neg,1))+(corroutnU2(pos,1))); 
    %for PD2 with lower SNR -1dB 
    snfileL2(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutnL2(neg,1))+(corroutnL2(pos,1))); 
     
    %for PD3: alpha=1/Ts, tau=+/-Tu 
    nzn(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutn_1(neg,1))+(corroutn_1(pos,1)));   
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    %for PD3 with upper SNR +0.5dB 
    nznU1(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutnU1_1(neg,1))+(corroutnU1_1(pos,1))); 
    %for PD3 with lower SNR -0.5dB 
    nznL1(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutnL1_1(neg,1))+(corroutnL1_1(pos,1))); 
     
    %for PD3 with upper SNR +1dB 
    nznU2(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutnU2_1(neg,1))+(corroutnU2_1(pos,1))); 
    %for PD3 with lower SNR -1dB 
    nznL2(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutnL2_1(neg,1))+(corroutnL2_1(pos,1))); 
     
    %for PD4: alpha=1/Ts, tau=+/-Tu 
    ncorrn=(conj(corrouttx_1)).*corroutn_1; 
    nszn(1,Run+1)=abs((ncorrn(neg,1))+(ncorrn(pos,1))); 
     
    %for PD4: with vary SNR +/-0.5dB 
    ncorrn1=(conj(corrouttx_1)).*corroutnL1_1; 
    nszn1(1,Run+1)=abs((ncorrn1(neg,1))+(ncorrn1(pos,1))); 
     
    %for PD4: with vary SNR +/-1dB 
    ncorrn2=(conj(corrouttx_1)).*corroutnL2_1; 
    nszn2(1,Run+1)=abs((ncorrn2(neg,1))+(ncorrn2(pos,1))); 
     
    %for SCD 
    zn(1,Run+1)=abs((corrouttx_1')*corroutn_1); 
     
    %for SCD with lower SNR -0.5dB 
    zn1(1,Run+1)=abs((corrouttx_1')*corroutnL1_1); 
    %for SCD with lower SNR -1dB 
    zn2(1,Run+1)=abs((corrouttx_1')*corroutnL2_1); 
     
%**********>> Autocorrelation of Received Signal <<********** 
  
    %for ED,PD1&2 
    [corroutrx]=Corrzero(rx,Ts,t,nd);        
     
    %for ED,PD1&2 with upper SNR +0.5dB 
    [corroutrxU1]=Corrzero(rxU1,Ts,t,nd); 
    %for ED,PD1&2 with lower SNR -0.5dB 
    [corroutrxL1]=Corrzero(rxL1,Ts,t,nd); 
     
    %for ED,PD1&2 with upper SNR +1dB 
    [corroutrxU2]=Corrzero(rxU2,Ts,t,nd); 
    %for ED,PD1&2 with lower SNR -1dB 
    [corroutrxL2]=Corrzero(rxL2,Ts,t,nd); 
  
    %for SCD,PD3&4 
    [corroutrx_1]=Corrone(rx,Ts,t,nd); 
     
    %for SCD,PD3&4 with upper SNR +0.5dB 
    [corroutrxU1_1]=Corrone(rxU1,Ts,t,nd); 
    %for SCD,PD3&4 with lower SNR -0.5dB 
    [corroutrxL1_1]=Corrone(rxL1,Ts,t,nd); 
     
    %for SCD,PD3&4 with upper SNR +1dB 
    [corroutrxU2_1]=Corrone(rxU2,Ts,t,nd); 
    %for SCD,PD3&4 with lower SNR -1dB 
    [corroutrxL2_1]=Corrone(rxL2,Ts,t,nd); 
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%***************>> Received Signal Test Statistic <<*************** 
  
    %for ED 
    crxfile(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutrx(cen,1)); 
     
    %for ED with vary SNR +0.5dB 
    rxfileU1(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutrxU1(cen,1)); 
    %for ED with vary SNR -0.5dB 
    rxfileL1(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutrxL1(cen,1)); 
     
    %for ED with vary SNR +1dB 
    rxfileU2(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutrxU2(cen,1)); 
    %for ED with vary SNR -1dB 
    rxfileL2(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutrxL2(cen,1)); 
     
    %for PD1: alpha=0, tau=Tu 
    prxfile(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutrx(pos,1)); 
     
    %for PD1 with vary SNR +0.5dB 
    prxfileU1(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutrxU1(pos,1)); 
    %for PD1 with vary SNR -0.5dB 
    prxfileL1(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutrxL1(pos,1)); 
     
    %for PD1 with vary SNR +1dB 
    prxfileU2(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutrxU2(pos,1)); 
    %for PD1 with vary SNR -1dB 
    prxfileL2(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutrxL2(pos,1)); 
     
    %for PD2: alpha=0, tau=+/-Tu 
    srxfile(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutrx(neg,1))+(corroutrx(pos,1))); 
     
    %for PD2 with upper SNR +0.5dB 
    srxfileU1(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutrxU1(neg,1))+(corroutrxU1(pos,1))); 
    %for PD2 with lower SNR -0.5dB 
    srxfileL1(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutrxL1(neg,1))+(corroutrxL1(pos,1)));   
     
    %for PD2 with upper SNR +1dB 
    srxfileU2(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutrxU2(neg,1))+(corroutrxU2(pos,1))); 
    %for PD2 with lower SNR -1dB 
    srxfileL2(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutrxL2(neg,1))+(corroutrxL2(pos,1))); 
     
   %for PD3: alpha=1/Ts, tau=+/-Tu 
   nzrx(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutrx_1(neg,1))+(corroutrx_1(pos,1))); 
     
   %for PD3 with upper SNR +0.5dB 
   nzrxU1(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutrxU1_1(neg,1))+(corroutrxU1_1(pos,1))); 
   %for PD3 with lower SNR -0.5dB 
   nzrxL1(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutrxL1_1(neg,1))+(corroutrxL1_1(pos,1))); 
     
   %for PD3 with upper SNR +1dB 
   nzrxU2(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutrxU2_1(neg,1))+(corroutrxU2_1(pos,1))); 
   %for PD3 with lower SNR -1dB 
   nzrxL2(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutrxL2_1(neg,1))+(corroutrxL2_1(pos,1))); 
     
    %for PD4: alpha=1/Ts, tau=+/-Tu 
    ncorrrx=(conj(corrouttx_1)).*corroutrx_1; 
    nszrx(1,Run+1)=abs((ncorrrx(neg,1))+(ncorrrx(pos,1))); 
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    %for PD4: with vary SNR +/-0.5dB 
    ncorrrx1=(conj(corrouttx_1)).*corroutrxU1_1; 
    nszrx1(1,Run+1)=abs((ncorrrx1(neg,1))+(ncorrrx1(pos,1))); 
         
    %for PD4: with vary SNR +/-1dB 
    ncorrrx2=(conj(corrouttx_1)).*corroutrxU2_1; 
    nszrx2(1,Run+1)=abs((ncorrrx2(neg,1))+(ncorrrx2(pos,1)));    
     
    %for SCD 
    zrx(1,Run+1)=abs((corrouttx_1')*corroutrx_1); 
     
    %for SCD with upper SNR +0.5dB 
    zrx1(1,Run+1)=abs((corrouttx_1')*corroutrxU1_1); 
    %for SCD with upper SNR +1dB 
    zrx2(1,Run+1)=abs((corrouttx_1')*corroutrxU2_1); 
       
    Run=Run+1 
end 
  
% ROC for Energy Detector 
  
thresED=sort(cnfile);     %arrange from smallest to largest 
Pfa1_ED=sum(cnfile>thresED(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pd1_ED=sum(crxfile>thresED(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pfa2_ED=sum(cnfile>thresED(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
Pd2_ED=sum(crxfile>thresED(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
  
% ROC for Energy Detector with Noise Uncertainty of +/-0.5dB 
  
thresEDA=sort(nfileL1);     %arrange from smallest to largest 
Pfa1_EDA=sum(nfileL1>thresEDA(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pd1_EDA=sum(rxfileU1>thresEDA(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pfa2_EDA=sum(nfileL1>thresEDA(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
Pd2_EDA=sum(rxfileU1>thresEDA(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
  
% ROC for Energy Detector with Noise Uncertainty of +/-1dB 
  
thresEDB=sort(nfileL2);     %arrange from smallest to largest 
Pfa1_EDB=sum(nfileL2>thresEDB(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pd1_EDB=sum(rxfileU2>thresEDB(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pfa2_EDB=sum(nfileL2>thresEDB(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
Pd2_EDB=sum(rxfileU2>thresEDB(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
  
% ROC for PD1: Peak @ alpha=0, tau=+Tu 
  
thresPD1=sort(pnfile);     %arrange from smallest to largest 
Pfa1_PD1=sum(pnfile>thresPD1(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pd1_PD1=sum(prxfile>thresPD1(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pfa2_PD1=sum(pnfile>thresPD1(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
Pd2_PD1=sum(prxfile>thresPD1(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
  
% ROC for PD 1 with Noise Uncertainty of +/-0.5dB 
  
thresPD1A=sort(pnfileL1);     %arrange from smallest to largest 
Pfa1_PD1A=sum(pnfileL1>thresPD1A(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pd1_PD1A=sum(prxfileU1>thresPD1A(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pfa2_PD1A=sum(pnfileL1>thresPD1A(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
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Pd2_PD1A=sum(prxfileU1>thresPD1A(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
  
% ROC for POD 1 with Noise Uncertainty of +/-1dB 
  
thresPD1B=sort(pnfileL2);     %arrange from smallest to largest 
Pfa1_PD1B=sum(pnfileL2>thresPD1B(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pd1_PD1B=sum(prxfileU2>thresPD1B(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pfa2_PD1B=sum(pnfileL2>thresPD1B(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
Pd2_PD1B=sum(prxfileU2>thresPD1B(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
  
% ROC for PD2: Peak @ alpha=0, tau=+/-Tu 
  
thresPD2=sort(snfile);     %arrange from smallest to largest 
Pfa1_PD2=sum(snfile>thresPD2(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pd1_PD2=sum(srxfile>thresPD2(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pfa2_PD2=sum(snfile>thresPD2(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
Pd2_PD2=sum(srxfile>thresPD2(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
  
% ROC for PD2 with Noise Uncertainty of +/-0.5dB 
  
thresPD2A=sort(snfileL1);     %arrange from smallest to largest 
Pfa1_PD2A=sum(snfileL1>thresPD2A(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pd1_PD2A=sum(srxfileU1>thresPD2A(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pfa2_PD2A=sum(snfileL1>thresPD2A(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
Pd2_PD2A=sum(srxfileU1>thresPD2A(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
  
% ROC for PD2 with Noise Uncertainty of +/-1dB 
  
thresPD2B=sort(snfileL2);     %arrange from smallest to largest 
Pfa1_PD2B=sum(snfileL2>thresPD2B(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pd1_PD2B=sum(srxfileU2>thresPD2B(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pfa2_PD2B=sum(snfileL2>thresPD2B(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
Pd2_PD2B=sum(srxfileU2>thresPD2B(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
  
% ROC for PD3: Peak @ alpha=1/Ts, tau=+/-Tu 
  
thresPD3=sort(nzn);     %arrange from smallest to largest 
Pfa1_PD3=sum(nzn>thresPD3(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pd1_PD3=sum(nzrx>thresPD3(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pfa2_PD3=sum(nzn>thresPD3(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
Pd2_PD3=sum(nzrx>thresPD3(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
  
% ROC for PD3 with Noise Uncertainty of +/-0.5dB 
  
thresPD3A=sort(nznL1);     %arrange from smallest to largest 
Pfa1_PD3A=sum(nznL1>thresPD3A(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pd1_PD3A=sum(nzrxU1>thresPD3A(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pfa2_PD3A=sum(nznL1>thresPD3A(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
Pd2_PD3A=sum(nzrxU1>thresPD3A(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
  
% ROC for PD3 with Noise Uncertainty of +/-1dB 
  
thresPD3B=sort(nznL2);     %arrange from smallest to largest 
Pfa1_PD3B=sum(nznL2>thresPD3B(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pd1_PD3B=sum(nzrxU2>thresPD3B(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pfa2_PD3B=sum(nznL2>thresPD3B(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
Pd2_PD3B=sum(nzrxU2>thresPD3B(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
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% ROC for PD 4: SSCD @ alpha=1/Ts, tau=+/-Tu 
  
thresPD4=sort(nszn);     %arrange from smallest to largest szn, szrx 
Pfa1_PD4=sum(nszn>thresPD4(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pd1_PD4=sum(nszrx>thresPD4(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pfa2_PD4=sum(nszn>thresPD4(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
Pd2_PD4=sum(nszrx>thresPD4(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
  
% ROC for PD4 with Noise Uncertainty of +/-0.5dB 
  
thresPD4A=sort(nszn1);     %arrange from smallest to largest 
Pfa1_PD4A=sum(nszn1>thresPD4A(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pd1_PD4A=sum(nszrx1>thresPD4A(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pfa2_PD4A=sum(nszn1>thresPD4A(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
Pd2_PD4A=sum(nszrx1>thresPD4A(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
  
% ROC for PD4 with Noise Uncertainty of +/-1dB 
  
thresPD4B=sort(nszn2);     %arrange from smallest to largest 
Pfa1_PD4B=sum(nszn2>thresPD4B(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pd1_PD4B=sum(nszrx2>thresPD4B(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pfa2_PD4B=sum(nszn2>thresPD4B(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
Pd2_PD4B=sum(nszrx2>thresPD4B(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
  
% ROC for Single-Cycle Detector 
  
thresSCD=sort(zn);     %arrange from smallest to largest 
Pfa1_SCD=sum(zn>thresSCD(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pd1_SCD=sum(zrx>thresSCD(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pfa2_SCD=sum(zn>thresSCD(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
Pd2_SCD=sum(zrx>thresSCD(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
  
% ROC for Single-Cycle Detector with Noise Uncertainty of +/-0.5dB 
  
thresSCDA=sort(zn1);     %arrange from smallest to largest 
Pfa1_SCDA=sum(zn1>thresSCDA(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pd1_SCDA=sum(zrx1>thresSCDA(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pfa2_SCDA=sum(zn1>thresSCDA(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
Pd2_SCDA=sum(zrx1>thresSCDA(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
  
% ROC for Single-Cycle Detector with Noise Uncertainty of +/-1dB 
  
thresSCDB=sort(zn2);     %arrange from smallest to largest 
Pfa1_SCDB=sum(zn2>thresSCDB(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pd1_SCDB=sum(zrx2>thresSCDB(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pfa2_SCDB=sum(zn2>thresSCDB(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
Pd2_SCDB=sum(zrx2>thresSCDB(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
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8.2 Appendix B - Source Code for WRAN Profile A Condition 
%DVB-T 2K Transmission 
%The available bandwidth is 8 MHz 
%2K is intended for mobile services 
%Simulation is under Multipath Condition base on WRAN.22 profile A 
%Channel is generated with resample and delay of 1us 
%Types of Detectors are: 
%(1)Energy Detector(ED): Peak at alpha=0, tau=0 
%(2)Single-Cycle Detector(SCD) at alpha=1/Ts 
%(4)Proposed Detected(PD)1: Peak at alpha=0, tau=Tu 
%(5)PD2:Peak at alpha=0, tau=+/-Tu 
%(5)PD3:Peak at alpha=1/Ts, tau=+/-Tu 
%(6)PD4:SSCD at alpha=1/Ts, tau=+/-Tu 







Tu=224e-6;              % useful OFDM symbol period 
T=Tu/2048;              % baseband elementary period 
G=1/4;                  % choice of 1/4, 1/8, 1/16, and 1/32 
delta=G*Tu;             % guard band duration 
Ts=delta+Tu;            % total OFDM symbol period 
nd=3;                   % number of OFDM symbols 
Kmax=1705;              % number of subcarriers 
Kmin=0; 
FS=4096;                % IFFT/FFT length 
t2=0:T/2:(Ts-(T/2));    % sample interval 






%***************>> Channel Generation <<*************** 
pdb=[0 -7 -15 -22 -24 -19];  











%resample to signal sampling timing 
chan_up=resample(chan,128,7,1,5); 
L=length(chan_up); 









%***************>> Data Generation (A) <<*************** 
para=Kmax+1;    % number of subcarriers per symbol 






     
    b=zeros(1,M); 
    c=0; 
    n=0; 
     
    while n<nd 
        a=-1+2*round(rand(para,1)).'+i*(-1+2*round(rand(para,1))).'; 
        b(1,1+c:1706+c)=a; 
        c=c+1706; 
        n=n+1; 
    end 
  
%***************>> Serial to parallel conversion <<*************** 
  
    % reshape : built in function [1706*No of Symbol] 
    paradata=reshape(b,para,nd); 
  
    info=zeros(FS,nd); 
    info(1:(para/2),:) = paradata(1:(para/2),:);        %Zero padding 
    info((FS-((para/2)-1)):FS,:) = paradata(((para/2)+1):para,:); 
  
%***************>> Subcarriers Generation (B) <<*************** 
  
    carriers=FS.*ifft(info,FS); 
  
%***************>> Guard Insertion (C) <<*************** 
  
    gcarriers=[carriers(FS-(FS*G)+1:FS,:); carriers]; 
  
%***************>> D/A Conversion (D) <<*************** 
  
    gcarrierstring=reshape(gcarriers,(G+1)*FS*nd,1); 
     
sp=sum(real(gcarrierstring).^2+imag(gcarrierstring).^2)./ 
    length(gcarrierstring); 
    ichs=real(gcarrierstring).*sqrt(1/sp); 
    qchs=imag(gcarrierstring).*sqrt(1/sp); 
    tx=ichs+qchs.*i;  %tx signal with power of 1 
     
%***************>> Channel Fading <<*************** 
  
    amp=sqrt(0.5).*randn(1,L)+i.*sqrt(0.5).*randn(1,L); 
    ch=chann.*amp; 
     
    chf=fft([ch zeros(1,length(tx)-length(ch))]).*1/sqrt(length(ch));   
    txf=fft(tx).*1/sqrt(length(tx)); 
     
    dummy=ifft(chf.*txf.');      
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    FadedY=dummy.*sqrt(length(dummy)); 
         
%***************>> AWGN addition <<*************** 
  
    ich=real(FadedY); 
    qch=imag(FadedY); 
     
    inoise=randn(1,length(ich));    %for generating noise 
    qnoise=randn(1,length(qch)); 
  
    %Nominal Case 
    spow=sum(ich.^2+qch.^2)./length(ich); 
    attn=0.5*spow*(1/2)*10.^(-ebn0/10); 
    attn=sqrt(attn); 
     
    ioutn=inoise.*attn; 
    qoutn=qnoise.*attn; 
    noise=ioutn+qoutn.*i; 
     
    iout=ioutn+ich(1:length(ich)); 
    qout=qoutn+qch(1:length(qch)); 
    rx=iout+qout.*i; 
   
    %Upper Limit of Noise Power for +/-0.5dB 
    attnU1=0.5*spow*(1/2)*10.^(-ebn0U1/10); 
    attnU1=sqrt(attnU1); 
     
    ioutnU1=inoise.*attnU1; 
    qoutnU1=qnoise.*attnU1; 
    noiseU1=ioutnU1+qoutnU1.*i; 
     
    ioutU1=ioutnU1+ich(1:length(ich)); 
    qoutU1=qoutnU1+qch(1:length(qch)); 
    rxU1=ioutU1+qoutU1.*i; 
     
    %Lower Limit of Noise Power for +/-0.5dB 
    attnL1=0.5*spow*(1/2)*10.^(-ebn0L1/10); 
    attnL1=sqrt(attnL1); 
     
    ioutnL1=inoise.*attnL1; 
    qoutnL1=qnoise.*attnL1; 
    noiseL1=ioutnU1+qoutnL1.*i; 
     
    ioutL1=ioutnL1+ich(1:length(ich)); 
    qoutL1=qoutnL1+qch(1:length(qch)); 
    rxL1=ioutL1+qoutL1.*i; 
     
    %Upper Limit of Noise Power for +/-1dB 
    attnU2=0.5*spow*(1/2)*10.^(-ebn0U2/10); 
    attnU2=sqrt(attnU2); 
     
    ioutnU2=inoise.*attnU2; 
    qoutnU2=qnoise.*attnU2; 
    noiseU2=ioutnU2+qoutnU2.*i; 
     
    ioutU2=ioutnU2+ich(1:length(ich)); 
    qoutU2=qoutnU2+qch(1:length(qch)); 
    rxU2=ioutU2+qoutU2.*i; 
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    %Lower Limit of Noise Power for +/-1dB 
    attnL2=0.5*spow*(1/2)*10.^(-ebn0L2/10); 
    attnL2=sqrt(attnL2); 
     
    ioutnL2=inoise.*attnL2; 
    qoutnL2=qnoise.*attnL2; 
    noiseL2=ioutnU2+qoutnL2.*i; 
     
    ioutL2=ioutnL2+ich(1:length(ich)); 
    qoutL2=qoutnL2+qch(1:length(qch)); 
    rxL2=ioutL2+qoutL2.*i; 
     
%**********>> Autocorrelation of Transmitted Signal <<********** 
  
    [corrouttx_1]=Corrone(tx.',Ts,t,nd);   %for SC Detector, PD3, PD4 
             
%***************>> Autocorrelation of Noise Signal <<*************** 
  
    %for ED,PD1&2 
    [corroutn]=Corrzero(noise,Ts,t,nd); 
     
    %for ED,PD1&2 with upper SNR +0.5dB 
    [corroutnU1]=Corrzero(noiseU1,Ts,t,nd); 
    %for ED,PD1&2 with lower SNR -0.5dB 
    [corroutnL1]=Corrzero(noiseL1,Ts,t,nd); 
     
    %for ED,PD1&2 with upper SNR +1dB 
    [corroutnU2]=Corrzero(noiseU2,Ts,t,nd); 
    %for ED,PD1&2 with lower SNR -1dB 
    [corroutnL2]=Corrzero(noiseL2,Ts,t,nd); 
     
    %for SCD,PD3&4 
    [corroutn_1]=Corrone(noise,Ts,t,nd);  
     
    %for SCD,PD3&4 with upper SNR +0.5dB     
    [corroutnU1_1]=Corrone(noiseU1,Ts,t,nd); 
    %for SCD,PD3&4 with lower SNR -0.5dB 
    [corroutnL1_1]=Corrone(noiseL1,Ts,t,nd); 
     
    %for SCD,PD3&4 with upper SNR +1dB 
    [corroutnU2_1]=Corrone(noiseU2,Ts,t,nd); 
    %for SCD,PD3&4 with lower SNR -1dB 
    [corroutnL2_1]=Corrone(noiseL2,Ts,t,nd); 
     
         
%***************>> Noise Signal Test Statistic <<*************** 
  
    %for ED 
    cnfile(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutn(cen,1)); 
     
    %for ED with upper SNR +0.5dB 
    nfileU1(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutnU1(cen,1)); 
    %for ED with lower SNR -0.5dB 
    nfileL1(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutnL1(cen,1)); 
     
    %for ED with upper SNR +1dB 
    nfileU2(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutnU2(cen,1)); 
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    %for ED with lower SNR -1dB 
    nfileL2(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutnL2(cen,1)); 
         
    %for PD1: alpha=0, tau=Tu 
    pnfile(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutn(pos,1)); 
     
    %for PD1 with upper SNR +0.5dB 
    pnfileU1(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutnU1(pos,1)); 
    %for PD1 with lower SNR -0.5dB 
    pnfileL1(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutnL1(pos,1));    
     
    %for PD1 with upper SNR +1dB 
    pnfileU2(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutnU2(pos,1)); 
    %for PD1 with lower SNR -1dB 
    pnfileL2(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutnL2(pos,1)); 
     
    %for PD 2: alpha=0, tau=+/-Tu 
    snfile(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutn(neg,1))+(corroutn(pos,1))); 
     
    %for PD2 with upper SNR +0.5dB 
    snfileU1(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutnU1(neg,1))+(corroutnU1(pos,1))); 
    %for PD2 with lower SNR -0.5dB 
    snfileL1(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutnL1(neg,1))+(corroutnL1(pos,1))); 
     
    %for PD2 with upper SNR +1dB 
    snfileU2(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutnU2(neg,1))+(corroutnU2(pos,1))); 
    %for PD2 with lower SNR -1dB 
    snfileL2(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutnL2(neg,1))+(corroutnL2(pos,1))); 
     
    %for PD3: alpha=1/Ts, tau=+/-Tu 
    nzn(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutn_1(neg,1))+(corroutn_1(pos,1))); 
     
    %for PD3 with upper SNR +0.5dB 
    nznU1(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutnU1_1(neg,1))+(corroutnU1_1(pos,1))); 
    %for PD3 with lower SNR -0.5dB 
    nznL1(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutnL1_1(neg,1))+(corroutnL1_1(pos,1))); 
     
    %for PD3 with upper SNR +1dB 
    nznU2(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutnU2_1(neg,1))+(corroutnU2_1(pos,1))); 
    %for PD3 with lower SNR -1dB 
    nznL2(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutnL2_1(neg,1))+(corroutnL2_1(pos,1))); 
     
    %for PD4: alpha=1/Ts, tau=+/-Tu 
    ncorrn=(conj(corrouttx_1)).*corroutn_1; 
    nszn(1,Run+1)=abs((ncorrn(neg,1))+(ncorrn(pos,1))); 
     
    %for PD4: with vary SNR +/-0.5dB 
    ncorrn1=(conj(corrouttx_1)).*corroutnL1_1; 
    nszn1(1,Run+1)=abs((ncorrn1(neg,1))+(ncorrn1(pos,1))); 
     
    %for PD4: with vary SNR +/-1dB 
    ncorrn2=(conj(corrouttx_1)).*corroutnL2_1; 
    nszn2(1,Run+1)=abs((ncorrn2(neg,1))+(ncorrn2(pos,1))); 
     
    %for SCD 
    zn(1,Run+1)=abs((corrouttx_1')*corroutn_1); 
     
    %for SCD with lower SNR -0.5dB 
    zn1(1,Run+1)=abs((corrouttx_1')*corroutnL1_1); 
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    %for SCD with lower SNR -1dB 
    zn2(1,Run+1)=abs((corrouttx_1')*corroutnL2_1); 
     
%**********>> Autocorrelation of Received Signal <<********** 
  
    %for ED,PD1&2 
    [corroutrx]=Corrzero(rx,Ts,t,nd); 
     
    %for ED,PD1&2 with upper SNR +0.5dB 
    [corroutrxU1]=Corrzero(rxU1,Ts,t,nd); 
    %for ED,PD1&2 with lower SNR -0.5dB 
    [corroutrxL1]=Corrzero(rxL1,Ts,t,nd);  
     
    %for ED,PD1&2 with upper SNR +1dB 
    [corroutrxU2]=Corrzero(rxU2,Ts,t,nd); 
    %for ED,PD1&2 with lower SNR -1dB 
    [corroutrxL2]=Corrzero(rxL2,Ts,t,nd); 
  
    %for SCD,PD3&4 
    [corroutrx_1]=Corrone(rx,Ts,t,nd);       
     
    %for SCD,PD3&4 with upper SNR +0.5dB 
    [corroutrxU1_1]=Corrone(rxU1,Ts,t,nd); 
    %for SCD,PD3&4 with lower SNR -0.5dB 
    [corroutrxL1_1]=Corrone(rxL1,Ts,t,nd); 
     
    %for SCD,PD3&4 with upper SNR +1dB 
    [corroutrxU2_1]=Corrone(rxU2,Ts,t,nd); 
    %for SCD,PD3&4 with lower SNR -1dB 
    [corroutrxL2_1]=Corrone(rxL2,Ts,t,nd); 
     
  
%***************>> Received Signal Test Statistic <<*************** 
  
    %for ED 
    crxfile(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutrx(cen,1)); 
     
    %for ED with vary SNR +0.5dB 
    rxfileU1(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutrxU1(cen,1)); 
    %for ED with vary SNR -0.5dB 
    rxfileL1(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutrxL1(cen,1)); 
     
    %for ED with vary SNR +1dB 
    rxfileU2(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutrxU2(cen,1)); 
    %for ED with vary SNR -1dB 
    rxfileL2(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutrxL2(cen,1)); 
     
    %for PD1: alpha=0, tau=Tu 
    prxfile(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutrx(pos,1));      
     
    %for PD1 with vary SNR +0.5dB 
    prxfileU1(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutrxU1(pos,1)); 
    %for PD1 with vary SNR -0.5dB 
    prxfileL1(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutrxL1(pos,1)); 
     
    %for PD1 with vary SNR +1dB 
    prxfileU2(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutrxU2(pos,1)); 
    %for PD1 with vary SNR -1dB 
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    prxfileL2(1,Run+1)=abs(corroutrxL2(pos,1)); 
     
    %for PD2: alpha=0, tau=+/-Tu 
    srxfile(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutrx(neg,1))+(corroutrx(pos,1))); 
     
    %for PD2 with upper SNR +0.5dB 
    srxfileU1(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutrxU1(neg,1))+(corroutrxU1(pos,1))); 
    %for PD2 with lower SNR -0.5dB 
    srxfileL1(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutrxL1(neg,1))+(corroutrxL1(pos,1))); 
     
    %for PD2 with upper SNR +1dB 
    srxfileU2(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutrxU2(neg,1))+(corroutrxU2(pos,1))); 
    %for PD2 with lower SNR -1dB 
    srxfileL2(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutrxL2(neg,1))+(corroutrxL2(pos,1))); 
     
   %for PD3: alpha=1/Ts, tau=+/-Tu 
   nzrx(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutrx_1(neg,1))+(corroutrx_1(pos,1))); 
     
   %for PD3 with upper SNR +0.5dB 
   nzrxU1(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutrxU1_1(neg,1))+(corroutrxU1_1(pos,1))); 
   %for PD3 with lower SNR -0.5dB 
   nzrxL1(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutrxL1_1(neg,1))+(corroutrxL1_1(pos,1))); 
     
   %for PD3 with upper SNR +1dB 
   nzrxU2(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutrxU2_1(neg,1))+(corroutrxU2_1(pos,1))); 
   %for PD3 with lower SNR -1dB 
   nzrxL2(1,Run+1)=abs((corroutrxL2_1(neg,1))+(corroutrxL2_1(pos,1))); 
     
    %for PD4: alpha=1/Ts, tau=+/-Tu 
    ncorrrx=(conj(corrouttx_1)).*corroutrx_1; 
    nszrx(1,Run+1)=abs((ncorrrx(neg,1))+(ncorrrx(pos,1))); 
     
    %for PD4: with vary SNR +/-0.5dB 
    ncorrrx1=(conj(corrouttx_1)).*corroutrxU1_1; 
    nszrx1(1,Run+1)=abs((ncorrrx1(neg,1))+(ncorrrx1(pos,1))); 
     
    %for PD4: with vary SNR +/-1dB 
    ncorrrx2=(conj(corrouttx_1)).*corroutrxU2_1; 
    nszrx2(1,Run+1)=abs((ncorrrx2(neg,1))+(ncorrrx2(pos,1)));    
     
    %for SCD 
    zrx(1,Run+1)=abs((corrouttx_1')*corroutrx_1); 
     
    %for SCD with upper SNR +0.5dB 
    zrx1(1,Run+1)=abs((corrouttx_1')*corroutrxU1_1); 
    %for SCD with upper SNR +1dB 
    zrx2(1,Run+1)=abs((corrouttx_1')*corroutrxU2_1); 
       
    Run=Run+1 
end 
  
% ROC for Energy Detector 
  
thresED=sort(cnfile);     %arrange from smallest to largest 
Pfa1_ED=sum(cnfile>thresED(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pd1_ED=sum(crxfile>thresED(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pfa2_ED=sum(cnfile>thresED(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
Pd2_ED=sum(crxfile>thresED(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
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% ROC for Energy Detector with Noise Uncertainty of +/-0.5dB 
  
thresEDA=sort(nfileL1);     %arrange from smallest to largest 
Pfa1_EDA=sum(nfileL1>thresEDA(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pd1_EDA=sum(rxfileU1>thresEDA(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pfa2_EDA=sum(nfileL1>thresEDA(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
Pd2_EDA=sum(rxfileU1>thresEDA(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
  
% ROC for Energy Detector with Noise Uncertainty of +/-1dB 
  
thresEDB=sort(nfileL2);     %arrange from smallest to largest 
Pfa1_EDB=sum(nfileL2>thresEDB(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pd1_EDB=sum(rxfileU2>thresEDB(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pfa2_EDB=sum(nfileL2>thresEDB(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
Pd2_EDB=sum(rxfileU2>thresEDB(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
  
% ROC for PD1: Peak @ alpha=0, tau=+Tu 
  
thresPD1=sort(pnfile);     %arrange from smallest to largest 
Pfa1_PD1=sum(pnfile>thresPD1(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pd1_PD1=sum(prxfile>thresPD1(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pfa2_PD1=sum(pnfile>thresPD1(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
Pd2_PD1=sum(prxfile>thresPD1(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
  
% ROC for PD 1 with Noise Uncertainty of +/-0.5dB 
  
thresPD1A=sort(pnfileL1);     %arrange from smallest to largest 
Pfa1_PD1A=sum(pnfileL1>thresPD1A(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pd1_PD1A=sum(prxfileU1>thresPD1A(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pfa2_PD1A=sum(pnfileL1>thresPD1A(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
Pd2_PD1A=sum(prxfileU1>thresPD1A(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
  
% ROC for POD 1 with Noise Uncertainty of +/-1dB 
  
thresPD1B=sort(pnfileL2);     %arrange from smallest to largest 
Pfa1_PD1B=sum(pnfileL2>thresPD1B(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pd1_PD1B=sum(prxfileU2>thresPD1B(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pfa2_PD1B=sum(pnfileL2>thresPD1B(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
Pd2_PD1B=sum(prxfileU2>thresPD1B(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
  
% ROC for PD2: Peak @ alpha=0, tau=+/-Tu 
  
thresPD2=sort(snfile);     %arrange from smallest to largest 
Pfa1_PD2=sum(snfile>thresPD2(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pd1_PD2=sum(srxfile>thresPD2(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pfa2_PD2=sum(snfile>thresPD2(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
Pd2_PD2=sum(srxfile>thresPD2(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
  
% ROC for PD2 with Noise Uncertainty of +/-0.5dB 
  
thresPD2A=sort(snfileL1);     %arrange from smallest to largest 
Pfa1_PD2A=sum(snfileL1>thresPD2A(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pd1_PD2A=sum(srxfileU1>thresPD2A(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pfa2_PD2A=sum(snfileL1>thresPD2A(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
Pd2_PD2A=sum(srxfileU1>thresPD2A(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
  
% ROC for PD2 with Noise Uncertainty of +/-1dB 
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thresPD2B=sort(snfileL2);     %arrange from smallest to largest 
Pfa1_PD2B=sum(snfileL2>thresPD2B(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pd1_PD2B=sum(srxfileU2>thresPD2B(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pfa2_PD2B=sum(snfileL2>thresPD2B(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
Pd2_PD2B=sum(srxfileU2>thresPD2B(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
  
% ROC for PD3: Peak @ alpha=1/Ts, tau=+/-Tu 
  
thresPD3=sort(nzn);     %arrange from smallest to largest 
Pfa1_PD3=sum(nzn>thresPD3(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pd1_PD3=sum(nzrx>thresPD3(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pfa2_PD3=sum(nzn>thresPD3(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
Pd2_PD3=sum(nzrx>thresPD3(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
  
% ROC for PD3 with Noise Uncertainty of +/-0.5dB 
  
thresPD3A=sort(nznL1);     %arrange from smallest to largest 
Pfa1_PD3A=sum(nznL1>thresPD3A(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pd1_PD3A=sum(nzrxU1>thresPD3A(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pfa2_PD3A=sum(nznL1>thresPD3A(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
Pd2_PD3A=sum(nzrxU1>thresPD3A(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
  
% ROC for PD3 with Noise Uncertainty of +/-1dB 
  
thresPD3B=sort(nznL2);     %arrange from smallest to largest 
Pfa1_PD3B=sum(nznL2>thresPD3B(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pd1_PD3B=sum(nzrxU2>thresPD3B(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pfa2_PD3B=sum(nznL2>thresPD3B(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
Pd2_PD3B=sum(nzrxU2>thresPD3B(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
  
% ROC for PD 4: SSCD @ alpha=1/Ts, tau=+/-Tu 
  
thresPD4=sort(nszn);     %arrange from smallest to largest szn, szrx 
Pfa1_PD4=sum(nszn>thresPD4(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pd1_PD4=sum(nszrx>thresPD4(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pfa2_PD4=sum(nszn>thresPD4(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
Pd2_PD4=sum(nszrx>thresPD4(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
  
% ROC for PD4 with Noise Uncertainty of +/-0.5dB 
  
thresPD4A=sort(nszn1);     %arrange from smallest to largest 
Pfa1_PD4A=sum(nszn1>thresPD4A(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pd1_PD4A=sum(nszrx1>thresPD4A(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pfa2_PD4A=sum(nszn1>thresPD4A(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
Pd2_PD4A=sum(nszrx1>thresPD4A(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
  
% ROC for PD4 with Noise Uncertainty of +/-1dB 
  
thresPD4B=sort(nszn2);     %arrange from smallest to largest 
Pfa1_PD4B=sum(nszn2>thresPD4B(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pd1_PD4B=sum(nszrx2>thresPD4B(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pfa2_PD4B=sum(nszn2>thresPD4B(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
Pd2_PD4B=sum(nszrx2>thresPD4B(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
  
% ROC for Single-Cycle Detector 
  
thresSCD=sort(zn);     %arrange from smallest to largest 
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Pfa1_SCD=sum(zn>thresSCD(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pd1_SCD=sum(zrx>thresSCD(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pfa2_SCD=sum(zn>thresSCD(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
Pd2_SCD=sum(zrx>thresSCD(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
  
% ROC for Single-Cycle Detector with Noise Uncertainty of +/-0.5dB 
  
thresSCDA=sort(zn1);     %arrange from smallest to largest 
Pfa1_SCDA=sum(zn1>thresSCDA(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pd1_SCDA=sum(zrx1>thresSCDA(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pfa2_SCDA=sum(zn1>thresSCDA(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
Pd2_SCDA=sum(zrx1>thresSCDA(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
  
% ROC for Single-Cycle Detector with Noise Uncertainty of +/-1dB 
  
thresSCDB=sort(zn2);     %arrange from smallest to largest 
Pfa1_SCDB=sum(zn2>thresSCDB(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pd1_SCDB=sum(zrx2>thresSCDB(90))/Run     %for Pfa=0.1 
Pfa2_SCDB=sum(zn2>thresSCDB(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
Pd2_SCDB=sum(zrx2>thresSCDB(99))/Run     %for Pfa=0.01 
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